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Years ago powerful and strange creatures came to earth. Known as Star creatures they took earth as their
home. As humans and stars join together an game started that soon became famous around the world and a
goal was appear one that everyone wanted but could never reach. Young Charlie heads out on his journey to
became the Champion of the Star Creature. He starts with his first step, finding a partner. Unlike others
Charlie befriends an wild lone pup who live to fight. After the two left to travel the world to win all the
badges and then beat the top four trainers in the world who have never lost, to get the title of champion.
Before Charlie and his partner Archi can even reach there goal they first have to get along as the two don't see
eye to eye. meeting new friends and facing new challenges and rivals. The two soon find out that bring strong
is not the only thing they need to reach their dream. Being hunted down and are force to make tough choices
Charlie must now put all his energy into keeping his friends alive while trying to reach his goal. No one ever
said reaching your goal was easy.
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Star creatures : Chapter 1
ï¿½
1. Finding a partner
ï¿½
Years after the Dark creature was destroy and Bane became the light, the world of the stars came out and
everyone knew about them, even though they were stranger, the world welcome them and makes their game
more famous and challenging.ï¿½ With contenders around the world in different towns with badges to collect
and once you get them all the four world top trainers are waiting and if you win you became the champion of
the Star Creatures and the best battler in the world, a title that has never been won.
Rules were made one that can't be broken, the main one was you can't force or capture them, they must be
willing to join your team, you start at the age of ten when you met a professor, and after you past a test he will
bring out a selection of creature to pick to be your partner.
This journeyï¿½ start with a ten year old boy who just turn ten, he gone to his local and famous professor to
finally live his dream of owning his first star creature.
It was early morning and the young boy Charlie headed out, he had busy brown hair with a red hat on
backwards, and he wore a red jacket with a black shirt and jeans. With his red and orange back pack he
headed out into the world. His eyes full of hope and his spirit high, Charlie ran to the centre to meet his first
creature.
As he arrive the place with hope the place was huge and look like a mansion but inside it was destroy and the
professor came out. He had black hair and was tall, next to him Charlie look smaller then unusually. Charlie
was the smallest in his year. The professor was worried, running around with his white coat and when he see
Charlie he ran over and ask "sorry about the mess but can you go and find this creature?", and gave Charlie a
little watch with a little computer on it that came out with a touch of a button. It was small and blue and a
picture came up of a rabbit looking creature with a long tail and fangs, with spike down it back. Charlie agrees
and headed out to the forest to find the creature, his first mission to find a baby creature who could be his
future partner.
Walking around he couldn't find it till he found a little white rabbit and pointed his watch to it and it confirm
it was the one he was looking for. Heading towards it but the little rabbit ran off and so Charlie chase after
him. Running they soon in counted a huge brown bear that was out of a kill. Standing still unsure if it a real
bear or not he check to see and found out it was an star creature, powerful and aggressive and not known for
their kindness but for their rage and love to fight even the smallest of pray. As he walk slowly and try to grab
the rabbit the bear chase him to a cliff and as he left the rabbit go and let it run for it life. The bear went for a
swipe but Charlie dodges just in time but the edge he was on broke underneath him. As he held on to his life
the bear soon walk off and is left unable to climb back up, because the rock he was holding on was about to
fall and so is the others around him. As he calls for help he soon fell into the lake below.
ï¿½
Awhile later he find himself alive and out of the lake, on the grass as he look to his side he see a small grey
wolf pup sleeping next to him and an apple near his face. As he gets up and sees that the pup also soaks. But
what confused Charlie is that no wolves live in the area and if it is a star creature what it doing here, wolf
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creature never travel here since it a bear forest. As he touch the pup and ask in a sweet and calm voice "are
you ok?" then the wolf pup lift it head and open it big brown eyes and yarned. As he look and seen he was
awake he got up and ran off leaving the kid alone.
Charlie then gets up and tries to find his way back and also find the lost rabbit. Later on found the rabbit and
also court it. As he headed home only to find the wolf pup fighting the same bear as before, as young as it
was, it was a powerful pup but couldn't battle for much longer. Charlie ran over and put the rabbit down and
jump in the bear way as he turn his back to it and hug the pup as the bear slashes his back. Screaming in pain
he grabs the pup and started to run away in pain but he couldn't make it far. The bear court up to them madder
than ever, spike came from it back and a long busy tail along with it that has spike all on it. The claws grew to
be so long it touches the ground almost longer then the bear itself. His coat change from brown to grey with
black marking all around it, as it roar and ran toward them he knock Charlie over and the pup went flying and
landed on the ground and as Charlie just under the bear mouth push the mouth away with all his strength as
the bear was about to use his mighty claws to kill him. As it lift his paw then little pup speeded over and shot
out a large blast of water that knock the bear over and it soon ran way in fear. The young pup howled and then
limb away leaving Charlie alone. The young boy woke up and look and seen it was over grab the rabbit and
rush back before the bear returns to finish them off.
Heading to the centre the place was cleaner and all the papers were in piles and the computers were back on
line. It looks like a real research centre now. As one of the professor assistance took him to the care centre
when the creature babies lived he place the rabbit down and the professor came out and asks "what happen
you clothes are rip and your cover in mud?"
"I was attack by a bear with spikes, but save by a young wolf" he answered. Then the professor asks their
medical team to come and help and clean Charlie's wound up. As he was all better and clothes were getting fix
they look up the creatures.
"The bear was called unkey, very aggressive you should be happy that you made it out alive, they are very
dangerous without a powerful creature you could have been kill" he said worried.
"but I was, I went to save the wolf pup and it save me, we need to go find it badly injured and that bear could
find it" said Charlie all worried.
"that creature should have known better then to travel into the unkey territories and beside it wild and you
can't have a wild starter unless they agree and lots of the time they don't now go into the pen and hang with
the creatures and maybe you find one that want to be with a strange kid like you" said the professor then he
left. Charlie enters the pen and play with them but Charlie didn't care about them he wanted to know if the
pup was ok. Then an alarm went off and everyone was running around. It seems that an unkey has gone local
and is destroying the forest and attacking the creatures and heading to the town. Soon people ran out with their
creature to find and contain that unkey. Charlie followed staying hidden he found the unkey, who was battling
the young pup again.ï¿½ Charlie bolted down and watches hoping that it would be ok. The pup badly injured
and bleeding it couldn't fight any longer but it kept going. Soon Charlie ran down and slammed into the bear
and then went under it and grabs the pup and bolted before the bear knew what hit him. As it notices it ran
after him. Charlie running to the group bolting like crazy while he was being attack by the pup that attack his
arms trying to break free from Charlie. Soon as Charlie did and the pup look at him with his ears flopping half
down and his fluffy pup fur sticking out, the pup growled and started braking. "I'm trying to help you can't
beat that bear alone" said Charlie worried. Still growling the bear arrive now back to it trues form with spike
and all. He roar and knock the two over and went for the attack and the pup shot out another blast of water
that knock it over and then fell to the ground. He had no energy to keep going. As the bear ran back to attack
the pup Charlie jump in fount arms out and stood his ground and shouted "stop! Leave this pup alone". The
bear roar, Charlie then shouted out again "I may not have a partner yet but I'm still going to be a star creature
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trainer and you might be tough but I will not run from you I will never run away'.
The creature then was about to attack then the pup knock Charlie over and then shout out a bigger and more
powerful blast of water that spin around and around spinning the bear ï¿½with the water and as the bear fell to
the ground. The bear scared ran off leaving them alone in fear. The pup then fainted and Charlie picks it up
and took it to the centre to be treated in fear for it life as he felt his breathing grew weaker.
ï¿½ As he sleep on a table with a plastic container around it that spray out clear water that was made to heal
and recover any wounds on the star creatures. It was like a cage for them to heal with a machine next to it. As
the pup woke up and see what was going on then attack the container and broke it with his head and jump out,
Charlie seen him and walk over and bend down to his high and said in joy "your awake and looking better,
how you feel?". As the young pup was confused attack his hand again and snarled. The professor came over
and said "I think he like you"
"You think I though attack someone means hate" he said.
"I have no idea what he is, there not many wolf creature with water power, it could be a cross or I don't know,
until he changes or tell us his name, it going to be a mystery" he said.
"Hay boy, were not here to hurt you but help you, don't you feel better than before, yeah we make a good
team don't we" said Charlie all clam.
The pup let go and look at him sitting down with one ear up and another ear half down.
"hay do you want to join me in the quest to became the top trainer, you can be my partner as we travel and
met new people and star creatures and even battle any others, what you say?" said Charlie putting his hand
out. The pup bit his hand again and Charlie pulls it away and said "no it is" then grabs the pup paw and shakes
it. The pup wasn't happy and you could tell it didn't want to be here. Soon Charlie got up and walk over to the
pen and the pup followed, following the smell of other creatures he jump into the pen and sniffs, to him they
were all weak and powerless creatures not worth to battle, he look at them as babies that should be in a day
care then being sent off to battle the big world.
"See these are the creature I'm going to have as my partner well if one pick me" he explain. The pup then
growled and pulls his jacket, looking at him he then howled. Saying he want to Charlie partner. Charlie was
so happy he jump for joy and the professor seen them he took the two into a new room full of watches,
computers and information. The place looks so different and was white with a blue floor. As the two enter he
took the watch off Charlie and place it next to a computer and attach it to the computer and downloaded
information and ask for the pup paw print and as he place it on a pad the professor ask "do you willing accept
to be Charlie Michel partner and agree to travel and battle and never to leave his side and be a true partner?".
The pup bark and the pad started glowing and it went to the watch and into the computer and the pup took his
paw and sat next to Charlie.
"He now your partner and here your watch it will tell you about the star creature and who your partners are,
also a phone and map" he explain.
"Wow so I'm really a trainer now?" he asks all exited.
"yes but to became the top you must beat the containers and once you beat them all you get go and battle the
top four battlers in the whole world and once you beat them you are the champion of star creature, but note
this no one has ever became the top. There are many contenders and also changing, sometime they lose or
gain, since if the contender loses a certain time in a row they lose that name. at first you battle cross star
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creature but at the end the original star creatures good luck the first place you need to go is Cattron city, a new
one made with your first official big battle once you get all badge you can be on your way to be champion" he
explain then left the room. Charlie exited ran outside and was greet by his mother and the friends and towns
people he knows.
As they stood just outside the door his mother ran and hug him and said in tears "I hope this day never came,
the day my baby boy going on his quest to for fill his dream"
"It ok mum, I will be fine you can call me any time and I will call you once I reach the towns and I got my
pup to help me" he explain.
"Oh let see, he small isn't he and cute what is he?" she ask.
"Unsure, he hasn't change but he strong" he said.
"He looks aggressive" said one of the men in the background.
"No he not, he very tough and were going to be champions" he said then as he said bye to his mother as she
gave him some food and stuff. As he said bye the two headed off with hopes and full of excitement they left
everything they knew behind and now must rely on each other to make it in the world.
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Chapter 2: Test of friendship
As the enter the forest to start their journey following the path, Charlie eager to have his first battle and to
make a true bond with his creature and to finial find out what he is and what his name is. As they walk, the
young grey pup walking fast ahead sniffing out or danger and battles he too couldn't wait to battle, but what
got Charlie attention was why did he join him, normally wild creature don't join human unless they want
something from them or are friends. They weren't friends so it something Charlie could give him that he can't
do on his own. Thinking Charlie didn't notices he started walking of the path into a Gorlin nest. As he notice
where he was he place his watch up and it transform into a mini blue laptop and information came up about
them.
"Gorlin a powerful bird like creature that territorial and can be very calm unless attack or protection there
young" he said. As he look at them and notice the mother with it long flowing tail and was strange is that
instead of feather the bird was cover in fur. She had no legs or claws with a lion mane around it head. It looks
like a big bird size of an eagle. In it nest was baby Gorlin that had short tails and look like fluff balls with no
mane and two small horse legs. Charlie wanted so much to pat one but he was already to close and the mother
Gorlin watch him ready to attack. As he slowly head back he discovers his pup had already wonder off unsure
where he went to Charlie look around and before he knew it he found more Gorlin. Before he knew it he was
chase running for his life, unsure why they would attack him so violently when he wasn't near their nest. As
he hide behind a tree he notice his pup was the one behind it as he was after the baby Gorlin.
As Charlie ran over and grab him as the pup dug his sharp small fangs into Charlie skin piecing though his
flesh causing him to bleed Charlie ran away and as he was far from the nest he throw his arm fling the pup to
the ground. Charlie then shouted out "what was that for? You can't go around attacking defenseless animals,
what wrong with you? you don't talk or anything how can we form a bond or anything with you". The pup
growled and his fur stood up it was so clear that they both hated each other and it was going to be impossible
for them to do anything with the way they are now. Charlie couldn't see why he wanted him in the first place
but since their stuck with each other that have to learn to work with each other or at least get though the forest
without killing one another.
Walking around they found their first battle, a young kid walking around the forest looking for beginner
trainers to test their relationship with their creature if they win and show a great bond they can pass if not they
are stuck and the boy won't let them though.
The boy wore an army like clothes to camouflage with the trees and his creature was a young hotan, a cub like
creature with small wings and a horse tail. He was up to his knees and ready to battle the pup move forward
and howled accepting the challenge but he didn't change his form so the young boy ask "isn't your creature
going to change, fighting in that form is weak and will lose as it can't use its full powers"
"He will, come on pup don't be afraid you can show your true form no one going to judge and I bet it super
cool" he said. As the pup look at him and growled he didn't like changing, he love being a pup but he soon
gave in knowing he won't be able to fight in his pup form. As his change his fur went yellow and has green
stripes on him always ending at a point it never was too long nor touch his stomach. It ran along his back to
his tail and up to his ears. He has two small horns near his ear on his forehead that was in a line like a rhino.
He had a brown tuff of hair that was busy that sat between his ears. He had a dolphin tail that had stripes on it
but didn't touch his fins. He had two cut like stripes on his legs above his knees and under it with sharp brown
claws. On his chest was an upside down crescent moon that was green. With an orange belly, mouth and
checks, expert for the line heading to his eyes from his nose was green. He eye change to a deep blue eyes and
grow brown tuff of hair between his shoulder blades. As move his paw forward bird wings appear from his
back, Charlie amazed but what he really look like he was small and cute and his fur was smooth and fluffy he
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didn't seem much like a threat, but he was a strange creature one no one has ever seen before. Charlie lift his
watch and pointed it at him listing to it as it said "Archi a wolf like bird that love to play games and prank
others, like a child he never take anything to serious and believe to be extinct". Charlie shock and surprised
said "you name Archi that so cool, ready for the battle". Archi look at him annoyed as his put wings away as
they disappeared and he howled which had a wired ring to it like another tune was with it, it was magical and
also strange as it lift your spirits.
The battle begin as the two started tackling and head butting using their claws and teeth instead of power they
were truly powerful, but out of it all Archi was winning. Using his speed and strength to win not caring about
the pain and injuries he got. Only caring about the win he pushes on.
"Archi use water blast" called out Charlie knowing that his water move would win the fight and reduce any
bad danger to his skin. Archi ignored his called and attack with his claws and teeth. As the boy watch he knew
Archi didn't respect Charlie or care about what he had to say. Archi love to battle on his own and refused to
listing to others. The battle soon ended with Archi winning but he had badly injured his legs as he walk over
and give him his paw to Charlie who didn't understand what he wanted. Did he want him to heal it is that why
he join with Charlie so he could battle and he would be left healing and taking care of his wounds. The other
boy seen them and refused to let them leave blocking the way he lock the gate. Archi could easily fly over but
what that would prove he would be on the other side unable to battle or show of his skills so he watched and
try to force the boy to open the door.
"I will not open till I see a bond, it clear that if I let you go you will just fail, he might be strong but the bond
between a trainer and their partner is for more powerful and with it you know you can make it though
anything, came back once you guys have form some sort of bond" he said then left.
Charlie then sat down and said "great now were trap because you won't listen and think I'm your healer".
Archi still refusing to answer or even look at him he just wonders off to find some food. Charlie look at his
watch and it did say Archi could speck full English he juts wont since he doesn't respect or care about Charlie.
So he then got up and started to head back home, Charlie mightn't be the smartest kid but he knew that there
was no point that he shouldn't stay with a selfish, non caring creature who doesn't want anything to do with
him. As he headed back, Archi return to find he was gone, he had an apple for him he drop the apple and rush
after him not wanting to give up. The two might hate each other but they both have the same goal to become
the champion. As Archi found him he howled and jumps in front of Charlie and wouldn't allow him to pass.
"Look, why should I stay you don't care or listen how can we go on and win or travel we aren't friends or even
close, will you say anything or is talking to be pointless" complain Charlie.
"Why speak when there nothing to say" said Archi with a cute pup like voice.
"What?" ask Charlie confused
"Look, you and I are very different but we do have a goal to became champion, that way I pick you" he said
"What?" ask Charlie again confused.
"For ages I seen kids come and go with new and weak creature and always head back in failure I waited and
you came risking your life to save a small creature. I choose you and I don't listen to you because I'm not use
to having company. Since I came here I have seen many creature and battles and the time you save me I was
able to use water, I don't know how so it up to you to train me and I will train you also and I didn't want you
to heal my leg I was giving that thing you like to do, the paw thing" said Archi.
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"Really, I thought you were selfish, normally wild creature hate humans, why don't you?" he said
"Wolves travel in pack and protect their pack, and since you are my partner I'm force to treat you as a pack
member, so you in or out" said Archi and put his paw out.
"Ok, but who the pack leader?" he ask as he shock his paw
'That something we will discover later on" he said then the two agree to team up. They still weren't close
friends but they treated each other as a pack so they must protect and listen to each other. As they headed back
to the boy and said they had found some ground and are slowly forming a bond and that they can't do it here
they must travel since Archi did come from the wild and this is his first partner they can't learn everything at
once but at least now they will respect and value the other option but that doesn't mean they don't hate each
other. As the boy let them past seeing a change the two started travelling unsure where they were going they
headed north hoping to find a city.
It been 2 days and yet they haven't found any town or city, any homes or signs of people. Hungry and tired
they soon begin to give up on walking. "I'm so hungry I could eat anything even this pieces of grass"
complain Charlie.
"I could go hunting but I haven't seen any sign of live where are we anyway?" he asked. Charlie look at his
watch and at the map and they weren't even near the town but had pass one and it just the same distance at the
other one. Resting from their long walk, the two begin to grow distance and madder; the smallest thing could
set them off.
"This would have never happen if you seen that town on your map" he said.
"This wouldn't have happen if you went hunting and found us some food" Charlie said in defense
"Hunt what?" Archi said getting frustration
"It call food, you're the one who get the food and I'm the one that leads now go and find some food"
"You find us a quick way to get to town" growled Archi. The two frustrated and hungry soon got up and
started walking Charlie following the map and Archi looking for any type of food but they put came up
empty. Till they found an apple only one but it was more than anything they found before, but who will get it.
As they stared at it they both charge at it but with Archi speed he got to it first and grab it but was tackle by
Charlie then the apple went flying and the two ran after it, instead of trying to find out where it came from the
two chase and heading more and more off path and getting more lost. Eventually falling into the water,
Charlie grabs the apple and Archi gave up on it because he found a better thing to eat, fish. He started hunting
and courts the biggest fish which isn't that big so he grabs enough and the two started eating. Archi now full
Charlie still hungry that one apple wasn't enough but it did give him enough energy to head back up the hill to
the path. As they reach the path and look around they hope to have found someone or a sign saying which way
to go since both of them couldn't read a map. Eventually Archi flew into the air and look around Charlie
following him hoping to find a quick way to town or some food.
As the night came and the sun went down for the night as the two found a quite place to sleep, Charlie pull out
his blanket and wrap himself up with it while Archi fell asleep within the tree high up so he could see for any
danger and be safer from the bug and night walker below. As it reaches morning the first thing they heard was
there stomach growling for food. Headed out again the two begin to argue once again blaming the other for
being lost and lack of food.
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"Your meant to be the trainer, who provides food and health I guess I pick the wrong one" complain Archi.
"look you have been living on your own for years and yet you can't hunt down some food so don't blame me
for your lack of skill, look just fly up in the air again and find the town or something" said Charlie getting
frustrated.
"fine but if I find the town I'm flying there so kept up I'm not stopping or going back to find you" he said then
turn into his true form again and flew up into the air and look around till he found the town. It was a huge city
with big building and he could smell the food and life running among it. As Charlie seen him fly faster he ran
after him taking a short cut though the trees so he could see him running though bushes and thorn he kept
going till he made it out the forest as Archi flew down to the ground as they were out the woods and the city
was just a couple of feet away.
As Charlie got out all of the thorn he had and look at his cuts, he look a mess as Archi look and laugh his head
off and falling to the ground he couldn't hold in his happiness.
"Funny, you know you shouldn't have flown this way you could have gone around" he complained
"Could of but it wouldn't be as funny so get the twig out your hair and let go" he said getting up. As Charlie
pull the twigs out, Archi then shot out some water to wash off the dirt and blood so he looked clear and
presentable. They started walking and Charlie couldn't take this trouble and Archi annoying behavior. So he
asked "Archi for a pack member you suck, do you know how to work as a team or have a friend?"
"Well I do I think, ok no I don't but what wrong with what I'm doing I'm just being myself and isn't that
important to be how you are and not to change isn't that what you said" he said
"Really it says you're meant to be playful and childish all I seen is a selfish, no good creature that always has
to have his way and is cruel to those who care" he shouted,
"I don't remember acting that way, I have forgotten everything like how to use my power or even who I was I
didn't even knew my name till you told me all I know is how to survive in the wild, so it will take time and I
also prank people who I find annoying don't worry it will past soon" he said then started walking.
"Really? That must have been a bad childhood no wonders your evil" Charlie said now upset for what he was
told.
"Don't worry that what it like now, creature have been crossing with animals so new and more aggressive
creature are around, but least I learn how to fight and defend myself and met you the first human to help me
and love creature come on our first real battle just a foot away" said Archi smiling.
"Oh I love you Archi, I knew were going to be close friends once you stop this loner act" he said as he hug
Archi.
"Sure one day but no hugs, I hate them and my feet hurt" he said.
"You have been walking much" said Charlie putting him down.
"it not that, you wear shoes so no rock or thorns can hurt your feet, or have fish biting at them, well I guess I
can't walk to town and I'm not being carried like some pet" said Archi licking his paws.
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"Or you can ride on my shoulder or head that way I'm not holding you and you can relaxes or sit on my bag or
in it" he said.
"Ok for only a while" he said then Charlie bend down and put his arm out and Archi walk on him and went to
his shoulder and put his back legs on the bag and body on his shoulder while his front leg relax down his
shoulder. In his pup form he could easily do this as he could change his size. As he began to walk Archi love
the rest, he could have flown but he wasn't use to flying and it took a lot of energy out of him and since he
hasn't eaten much. As they almost made it there they knew their understanding of each other grew, Charlie
know knew why Archi has acted this way and wasn't opening up much and is always mad. While Archi knew
more about Charlie one he can't hunt or read a map and that Charlie really dose care about him and is willing
to help him in any way and stay by his side even if he act selfish and mean and even leave him. The two were
ready for anything and that they now know they are ready for the first contender and whoever it creature is.
As there bond grew stronger they wouldn't wait for their next match and to see if they really have what it take
to be a champion.
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Chapter 3: first contender
They two finally reach the city and while it only took them 3 days to do it and make it without much food
which is suprising as many people don't take as long. The first thing they did was hunt for food and at an all
you can eat restraint. Cheep for trainer and the two had more food on their table then anyone. Another thing
they learn they had in common they both haave a huge stomiche and would eat anything. The whole
restaurant was watching them eating everything in sight not taking any breathe and stuff down as much food
as they can into there mouths. As they finish they were so full they couldn't move from their seats.
"I love all you can eat" said Charlie rubbing his stomach
"me too, we better started heading to a place to get recover, you know that health place that professor went on
about, maybe they have something for my foot, I can't be carry everywhere it embarrsing" said archi taking a
breathe after every word.
"Ok, come on let go and find it then find the contender I'm ready for my frist badge and I can't wait to see
what it like having an real full on fight" said Charlie as he got up and archi jump on the table and on to his bag
then shoulder. The two begian there search but found them selves lost in the city, as it was an maze and
everywhere look the same and the two couldn't even find out where they started trap they soon found a place
they knew. The battle building also known as the contender's gym, it was small and was new showing it only
been open for a short time, with a huge sign at the front saying RED.
"so this is the place, it must be the red badge or something else, I guess I could ask them where the center
thing is" he said and they walk to the door and try to open it but it wouldn't open with there might it wouldn't
even move. As chairle gave up the door begian to open and a girl came out. She had long wavy blonde hair
with a light pink dress that went to her hips and short, short red pants. She had pink boots with little heals and
look very cute and at first Charlie didn't know what to say but the girl said in a sweet angel like voice "the
place is close, till my sister returns came back in a few hours or tomorrow"
"Oh, well we were really looking for the place where the creature goes to get better, archi hurt his feet" said
Charlie.
"oh, I can show you" she said then lead them to a centre it look like a shop that had a plus sign saying hospital
with a star behind it. As they enter they place smelt and look hospital like and as they headed to the found
desk a lady appeared with her blonde hair in a bun and wore a white coat and clothes. Charlie approach with
archi on his shoulder, archi was sniffing carefully and knowing all the smell trying to find out what star
creature had enter here.
"Miss, my creature need some medical help, see his feet hurt and he can't walk on them without it hurting
him, can you help him?" he said in a sweet quite voice, like he was shy. The lady looks at him with a smile
and look like she was in her twenties and was very happy, also beautiful.
" sure let me see" she said then archi jump down and limp over and sat and the nurse look at his paws and
seen the problem then went to pick him up but archi bite her arm and wouldn't let go till Charlie pull him
away.
"Sorry he doesn't like being carried or touch by people" he said. Then archi climb on his shoulder again and
the nurse led them to a room where charile left him as he waited outside with the girl.
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A few minutes later archi came out again bolting him at his cute speed where his ears bounce and his tail
swing around side to side. As he sat by charile, charile was happy that he was better and even more that he
didn't have to pay as the nurses take care of al Star creature needs for free and the place even lets trainers stay
over night. It was odd when charile found this out but didn't question it as he learnthat it only free for trainers
which made sence as trainer would be coming here a lot and so most of there money would end up here then
anywhere.
As they left the place saying bye then the girl said "my name Caroline, what yours?"
"Charlie and this is archi, where going to be the champion of star creature which means your sister going
down" Charlie said introducing him self.
"it wont be easy, but since she not back why don't you go to the park, everyone goes there you can let your
creature roam and met new friends or battle mine there, she like it there so I let her roam for awile, it better
them being stuck in a building all day" she said then led them to the park.
The place was full or flowers, grass and trees, untouched and like a national park, wild or non wild creature
could roam. Everyone loves it there making new friends and learning more stuff about the world and the
battles. As they arrive Charlie sat down, his feet still haven't recovered form his three day travel.
"So where you come form?" ask Caroline as she sat down next to him.
"Ockland, it took us we days to get here" he explain.
"really it normally take two, one whole day top the first town then another day to here" she said confused
about why it took him so long.
"Well we skip the first town and found our way into the forest, well at least it help us under stand each other
more also made me understand that I need to work on reading maps" said Charlie.
"Maybe but still I wouldn't have been nice to have had something to eat, we have no food for three days, sure
we found fish or apples that it till we got here, so where this friend of yours is it strong?" said archi complain.
"Over there friger, and no she not a fighter" she call out and a lamb ran over then it turn into his true form. It
looks like a lamb still just without a tail and had rabbit ears, with dog legs and two small horns on it head. It
was pink skin and had a white wool coat and wore a bell around it neck. As she ran over it jump into her arms.
It was a size of a lamb but light as a rabbit.
"How cute, how long have you guys knew each other?" ask Charlie.
"since she was born, my grandmother raises them and also sheep, any type of sheep and I just love her and
one day where going to leave this place and enter shows, that when I find someone willing to have me with
them, see I can't travel alone my parent think is dangerous and since me and fringer are fighters it hard to
defend yourself agenst wild star who love to battle" she explain.
"Well you could travel with us, well I have to win agenst your sister frist and if archi says yes, I don't mind"
said Charlie. She was happy to hear that but she ran of to play with friger then archi jump on the sit and ask
"so you want this girl to come with us?"
"Well when you think about it, she not crasy and she able to read maps well better then me also it safer to
travel in group it would stop my mum from freacking out that reminds me I have to call her" said Charlie then
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look at his watch and look for her number to call her. Arch then ran off to join Caroline and friger to see if
being with them is a good idea or not.
After the call Charlie was going to join but was stop by his someone he knew to well. His name was Kyle, he
grew up in the same town and the two knew each other since preschool. Ever since then the two hated each
other and always have to compete with each over to see who the best. They both had there win and lose but
this journey is the last battle they have, to see who will became champion and who would fail.
"well, well isn't it little char, gone for a walk in the park how sweet, I can't believe you made it here, I thought
would would get lost and remind trap within the forest for years" said Kyle in a mean stuck up voice. As
Charlie look and seen him he way taller then him and had black spiky hair that was long and wore a red shirt
and black pants sand shoes, with a brown bag. He had sunglasses on his head. Next to him was a small black
pup that sat next him, it was taller then archi and look aggressive it made archi look like an angel.
"Kyle, I was wondering when you would arrive, every time sometihng nice happen you appear to make it turn
grey" said Charlie mad that he here.
"Ouch that hurt, not so where you creature?" he said and Charlie said "over there in the flowers playing why"
he said.
"Really play? What a baby and how do I know that him, how do I know you pass the test you could of just
came here to make everyone thing you do have one" he said then laugh at charile
"No, he is nad I did pass archi!" Charlie called out, archi look at him but decides not to ran over and stay
where he was.
"Yeah he totally your partner, look I came here hoping for a battle but I don't think he see you as an master or
anything" said Kyle.
"for your information, archi doesn't hate me if ihe did then why would he join me as unlike yours he wild and
an wolf pup not an weak pup, so if anything I'm na better trainer as I could tame an wild star while you need
one that your grandfather had raise" said Charlie.
"Really, well if he that strong and your that good then why not call him over for an match or is it your lying"
said Kyle
"No, we accept your battle, archi came here" he called out but archi didn't came he just ignored him and stay
with Caroline, soon she hared it and got up and archi then jump into Caroline arms and as they started walking
over. Charile surprise about what he seen and was hurt and Kyle notice it
"Ouch, it looks like archi found a better trainer, sorry char it looks like you have no partner, or friend just like
school all over again, call me when you became an trainer and not some failer who can't even find an partner'
"We will battle now" complain Charlie.
"Face it your not ready to be a trainer and never will, you have no idea what your doing get let who ever your
creature is go and head home before you kill someone or yourself, come bruce let leave this baby and his
imagery creature alone" said kyle then walk off and his pup bark and walk off growling.
As they left Caroline walk over and archi in her arm making himself all comfy, which he had never done with
him, so it made Charlie more mad and jealous.
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"I think he like me" she said.
"Great, archi see you around, met you later at the centre I have something I have to do" said Charlie and walk
off. Archi look at him leave confused as he just jump out her arms and sat there wondering what to do now.
As the time flew by archi went back to the centre but didn't see Charlie but found Kyle. Unsure who he is but
remembers he was with charile walk over and ask him "who are you?"
"You must be Charlie fake friend, were your owner, that girl?" asked Kyle sitting down waiting for Bruce to
come back from recovery.
"Owner? I don't have one and I hate Caroline, Charlie my partner, what gave you that idea" ask archi.
"Really, then why did you hang around that girl and not your partner and came when call normally a friend or
what ever you are to him would come, I knew it he was lying like before, look pup go home and leave a loner,
alone" said Kyle then he walk off and behind him was bruce who follow him out. Archi kind of understanding
what happen ran off looking for Charlie and as he found him at the park laying down no the sit showing no
sign of leaving. Archi jump on his stomach and wouldn't let him up till they sorted it out.
"Hay, where were you? I been waiting for ages and I hate waiting" said archi
"go away, I though I made it clear, the reason I didn't met you is because I letting you go, you don't want to be
here just leave I think it clear where not going to be an good team" said Charlie turing over.
"hold it, I never said that, look I told you I have no idea about being around others since I lived alone and I
never came when called, and beside the reason I was being nice to that girl was cause you wanted her in the
group and I though I was doing you a favour you know I hate being carried or playing who plays" he said.
"a favour you never let me hold you without being bitten or hurt and you jump right into her arms and didn't
came when I called, if you call I would of come, face it arch this is not working and it hasn't from the
beginning, I'm heading home tomorrow" he said then got up pushing him off.
"so your giving up, just like that, just because a no good punk think he better then you, giving up mean he
wins and beside were ever you go I go and I know you don't want me to go and if you do head home I wont
make life easy for you" he said
"How do you know that I don't want you to go?" ask Charlie mad.
"because you need me, for your dream, our dream, I told you I pick you because I seen your heart and courage
your unlike any other person I met, we could be champion, but that wont happen if we give up when the rode
hard eveyr dream come with challenges and this is one of them" said archi.
"Right" he said then kept walking. Archi ran in front of him.
"look, I hate this girl you want in our group but I though if I let her think I like her and you think too she
would come, but I know that plan was supid but I'm not smart and it was funny, I'm a kid and love to do prank
and mess with people minds and after you risking your life to save me I knew I could trust you and that girl if
she wants my friendship she got to do something to earn it, so partner" said archi putting his paw out.
"Partners, but this time came when called next time tell me your plans before doing so" he said.
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"Sure, and also any more loser you know?" he asked
"Nope just him there others but there easy to handle just that jerk we need to work on" said Charlie. Archi
nodded then jump on Archi shoulders and then on his head.
The next day they started to head to the contender for there frist battle to see if they have what it takes. As
they ran into Caroline and friger archi was back to his old self, attacking anyone who came near unless their
Charlie, which confused carol as he change completely from the loving pup she met yesterday.
The contender looks to be nineteen. She looks like Caroline but had short straight hair. Also unlike her sister
she wore yellow and unlike others she didn't wear shoes as she hated wearing shoes indoors. Next to her was a
white cow that stood there eating away like there was no one around him. As Charlie walk over and stop at the
line and said "I'm Charlie Michels and I challenge you for a badge".
Like most battle the contender can choose to battle you or not, if they don't they give you a reason why and
you can improve or not battle, most of the time they don't battle is because they just did and they have no
available creatures or they think your creature or you are no ready.
Archi stared at them and growl, he was ready to fight and though he could take down that cow easy. He was
wrong as the cow move forward and turn into it true form, it didn't look like a weak cow or something to mess
with. It looks strong and tall and it was the tallest creature Charlie had ever seen. Unsure if he should fight or
ran it was scared as even in archi true form he was like a small mouse agenst a tall and powerful tiger. It had
the cow body and stood on two and had a cat like face with no tail and was bright pink. It didn't look scary but
the size made it something to run form. If it wanted to it could step on archi and beat him straight away.
Archi turn to his form and was ready to fight showing no fear as he love the challenge the stronger the beter
he wasn't one to sit back or run away. As it stared archi let out a blast of water that hit the cow but didn't do
anything since it absorbed it and blasted it back at archi. Knocking him over and push him agents the wall, as
the water stop, they knew his water ability was uses less and only his speed and strength could help him.
Fighting away archi was at his limited they been battling for only a couple of minute and Charlie had not
found away for archi to hit or even hurt the powerful cow, while archi only could run making him self tired
and soon there was an good chance his body was going ti give in and collapse. Charlie reaches out his watch
and look up the cow. It was called a Colton a powerful creature that realise on it size and it skin can absorb
anything thing that hit it. With out any help Charlie was about to call it off but came up with a great plan as he
call out to archi and said "arch fly, don't arm for skin, from above". Archi flew up high and shot water into the
cow mouth, all it did was give it a drink, and archi had no powers that could do anything.
"Great plan now, keep thinking" shouted out archi now dogging it hooves and teeth. Thinking with all in his
might but couldn't think of an idea, he knew he wasn't ready but he couldn't back out know not after what they
been though and what will Kyle say or his mother knowing he lost, Kyle would laugh and neer let it go
thinking about ti made him push harder he didn't want to fail and he didn't want to let archi or his mother
down who bealive in him.
Archi now hurt and tired his wings couldn't hold him much longer and his leg hurt everything time he moves
them. Thing began to look grim. As Colton was about to use his last resource of power with a finale hit,
Charlie called out "qsy!" archi understand what he said close his eyes and Colton had froze. Charlie than
knew that archi couldn't lift him but could make him move around. Archi uses his power to make him attack it
self and eventually fall over almost landen on his owner. Archi then some how lift it up and chuck it across
the room. As his wings finaily gave in and fell charile went and court him, now it was just to see who will get
up and who would remind down. Archi with his not giving up will power was able to jump from Charlie arms
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and stand ingoring the pain form his legs he waited for colton who was lening on the wall as it tried to get up
it found it self unable to stand as th wieight of it own body keep it from standing. Soon the battled ended
knowing there no point in contiuining of Colton couldn't even stand. Charlie now the winner hugs archi and
spin around happy knowing he won. Archi to tired to attack him for picking him up they ran over and get
there badge
"You a great trainer, I have never seen a beginner knock down my cattle, I see a champion out of you yet" she
said in a deep, voice. Then Caroline asks her sister if she was able to travel with Charlie. Unsure she soon let
her knowing that Charlie was good kid and that she will be fine. Getting the badge the two jumps round happy
knowing that they won and that there on they way to becoming the champion and reaching there dream.
"The next one is 2 towns away,you also have to remember that each one different some have more then one
and each with there own style" said the trainer
'I know but that wont stop, I had enough of giving up for now I' I'm not going to stop till I reach my dream
right archi' said charile all pump up
'of cause and if you try you will have to deal with me as I'm no quiter' said archi smiling. As they left to the
center, as charile waited for archi and caroline he look at his badge glad that he won it and it was prove he
wasn't some failer and there an change he could reach his dream
Charlie tired and wonder if they will make it seen they had a hard time with him and if archi could make it in
another battle. As archi came out and ran over and jump on the sit and said "let move out"
"Yeah but we have to wait for carol, since she now in the group" said Charlie still sitting down slouching.
"oh yeah she coming, she may walk with us but she not in the pack so don't expect me to look out for her, hay
since you won the battle you are now able to have other creatures join the group, but only three so we have to
pick creature who are tough and that I like" said archi laying down on the sit.
"No arch, you don't get to and beside both the human and the creature must want to join together so who know
who but who ever dose must be out there mind to join your pack' explain Charlie. Archi upset about that
growl and said "funny, but know this if I hate them I wont protect them nor be nice and they will not enter my
pack until I like them'.
Charlie laugh and patted archi knowing he would say that, since archi will never befriend anyone unless force.
Which he fill he has to with him, which dose course some trouble. Soon carol came running and with fringer
beside her and the gang headed out the town and carol said so exited to have left that town behind to start her
new journey
"I can't believe I'm finally free from the city, thank for letting me came along, I swear I wont cause any
trouble and I will help out in any way" she said.
"The only reason you here is to read the map and lead us to the towns, so just shut up and walk, I don't want
you here in the first place" growled archi.
"Arch, sorry he doesn't know who to act around others, I'm happy you're here and it nice to have someone to
talk to other than archi" said Charlie happy.
"Thank, here you go the badge so you can now have three other creature, see if they accept to join they go in
here and can only came out when called. They get sent to a dimension where only it kind is, where other
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trainer tame creature are so your ones aren't together but with others cool isn't it, I have one" she explain.
As she past over the badge it was golden and look like a wing with a red stone in it that was very small. It was
very clean and shiny and wasn't too big or too small. As he grab it and put it on his jacket, she then added "oh
yeah don't lose it or put it somewhere where it can get taken you only get one and that the only way your
creature can get out, if you call them or it smash and once it is there free, also you can realise them by not
calling there name out but thinking it while holding it, so be careful" she said then started skipping and
singing away.
"Strange girl, you know I could get rid of her and no one will know" said archi.
"It ok, as long as she can read a map I don't care how she acts, come on another battle awaits" Charlie said
happy and started running. Archi ran along with him then carol came and fringer behind. All happy and exited
to be on the journey and ready for the battle to come and friends to met. One badge gone and there one step
closer to challenge the top four trainer in the world.
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Chapter 4: lost Damion
Now with his first badge Charlie couldn't wait for his next one. Reading up he learn there are only fifteen he
need to get, as the two were pump up for their next match all they could talk about was there next match and
thinking up new ways to use Archi's skills, while carol couldn't wait to get to the next town for her first show,
to show off her creature power and beauty. As the group took a break at a lake Charlie hope to find new
friends to join their team.
Charlie looking though his watch at all the creature located in this area hoping to see if one he might want in
his group and would be able to handle Archi, while carol train fringer to show off it beauty and how powerful
and beautiful it is. Waiting patiently Archi soon grew hungry and wanted food now and didn't want to wait,
tired of fish and fruit he wanted some real meat. As he left to hunt he fails to find any in as if the place was
silent and they were the only thing around. Worried, he return to camp hoping they were ok to find Charlie
tired and hungry he lay down ignoring the world around him. As got a drink and went to Charlie only to
discover he got the hick ups.
Every time he hick up a bubble came out of his mouth and as he walks he left a trail behind, confused to what
going on the hang around Charlie worried about why bubbles are coming out of his mouth.
"How cute, Archi has bubble power, hay I have a great idea, Archi could enter and use his bubble breathe and
his psychic ability and make beautiful images, he would win for sure, and with his power and cuteness he
could became a champion, what you say" said carol all happy asking Archi.
"Drop dead, I will never enter a show with you or anyone, it pointless and stupid, I'm a fighter not a shower"
he growled but he soon started to hick up which annoyed him.
"Charlie pleases, you could enter him the world need to see his beauty" she complained.
Charlie unsure what to do, he was scared and he didn't want to say no or yes as they both would seriously hurt
him as he tried to speak no words came from his mind then Archi said 'look no matter who you ask I'm not
entering since, I'm a battler and also Charlie can't boss me around as I'm no dog I'm an wolf who listen to no
one he just my partner".
"I'm hungry" Charlie said trying to end this before it get out of hand as carol was about to speak Archi stood
up and look around as he smelt some meat he follow the smell leading the two away from the path into the
bushes. As they ran over they found a damion, an fear species that normally seen in pack, they are dog like
creature that look like a Doberman but unlike them they had no fur, with grey skin with a thick tail with metal
armor on his forehead and around it ears but not coving the snout. Armor on it back and a spike collar around
its neck. Spike around it legs with long fangs that stuck out it was as tall as a horse. Many seem them as devil
dogs due to their two horns that were between his ears and with their red eyes. As it was eating from the dead
animal it was hard to tell what the animals was as it had no skin. Archi walks over and started growling ready
for a fight but unlike Archi the damion didn't seem like it wanted to fight as it back off leaving the meat for
Archi. As Charlie look at the damion he got a feeling it wasn't a wild star creature. As Archi took the meat
with pride not giving it to anyone, the damion whinnied as you got closer you could see it was wasting away.
"Arch that wasn't very nice" Charlie said disappointed of what he did. Archi the throw meat at him and said
"here some food, don't worry it a damion they are born to hunt it will find more". He then continued eating
growling every time the damion came near. Charlie walk over to the damion and carol stop him and said
scared "stop, they are vicious dogs, they will kill you before you have time to blink"
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"I don't think it wild, plus if it so dangerous why did it pack away from Archi who only a pup' said Charlie
and walk over and hold the meat out and the damion walk over and took it from his hand and gobbled it down
and started panting.
"Look it has a tag, on it collar which prove it had an owner maybe it got out' explain Charlie patting it
"Or ran away, star creature don't just leave without reasons and it wouldn't have just got out" said carol
"We should still take it to town, to be seen and find it owner if it stays here it problem, it won't make it" said
Charlie and as he patted the damion then notice two puppies hiding behind the bush, both different yet the
same. One was a female and had no fur like it mother, it had a very small tail like a Doberman and the ears
were down, it had two small horn on it head next to each other and little fangs. The other one was a male who
had black fur and a tuff of black hair in-between it ears that was also down, it had little fangs and a small tail
as well. With a grey belly and under it tail and a grey circle on it chest and it had a black circle in the middle
of it also with a golden bracelet around it right front leg nears the foot. They look the same beside for the fur
and the male had longer claws and horns.
"It has fur, damion don't come with fur no matter what they are born furless and never able to grow any' carol
said. Charlie put his watch to the black pup and Charlie read out "a damion are vicious creature that like to
fight and very territorial and are very hard to train but if don't right they can became great battlers or pets,
normally seen furless but when damions were first born they had fur but in time they lost it so it said if one is
born with fur they will be very dangerous as they far more aggressive and even harder to train which is the
reason the fur one were bred out to extinctions'.
"I think we should go fur damions should be extinct" said carol scared and hold fringer tight in fear of what
could happen.
"Hay girl are they your pups? Don't worry where not going to hurt you, where talking you home back to your
owner" said Charlie all comforting. As they started to leave the forest with the mother damion and it puppies
following not straying far from Charlie side, the female pup was playful and jump around happily while the
male pup growled and stared at Archi with hate like he was ready to attack.
"What up with the pup?" ask Charlie.
"Don't you know damion males are naturally aggressive to other males, he probably want to fight for
dominance" explain carol. As they walk on the path they notice the mother and puppies were getting slower
and more tired as they began to find it hard to follow them. The gang didn't have any food ether so Charlie
asks Archi to hunt food for them Archi at first refused but later decide he should as if he didn't they could just
die. As he return from his hunt with fish as he place it down on the ground he walk over to Charlie and let
them eat it all.
As they finish eating they soon could see the town close by excited they started to walk a bit faster, as Charlie
was about to run Archi growled and bit Charlie as he stop and was about to shout he notice an pack of damion
in his path ways. It was true damion are aggressive as they look at them like fresh meat. As they look at the
female damion they knew they were here for her, as not only is she without a pack but had a fur child which
has said to never happen so she was a prize and the pack leader wanted her.
The leader was taller and more muscled, its horns where huge and looks far scarier than the others. The packs
were ready to fight as they move forward Archi move forward and growled.
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The leader growled and said in a deep voice "come here damion, came join our pack, where the best in the
forest and better then these humans"
"Go away, leave me and my children alone I must return to my master" said the mother tired and wasn't fit for
a fight.
"You hared her, go away" said Charlie standing his ground.
"Go away human, this doesn't involve" he growled.
"It does when a poor mother is force to join a pack that it doesn't want to join she just wants to go home" said
Charlie.
"Listen to the nice dog, and let go before were torn to pieces" said carol scared as she tried to drag Charlie
away.
"Yes listen to you friend and get lost" said the Damion.
"No" said Charlie determined not to move. The damion grew impatient, tackle Charlie as he went flying pass
everyone. As he got up and held his ribs hoping nothing was broken. As carol rush over to see if he was fine
Archi growled 'nobody can hurt Charlie but me" then shot out some water and knock the leader over and as
the pack move forward Archi eyes glow white and a wind blew from his feet as his fur went up and soon all
the pack was up in the air then was chuck away as Archi went back to normal and said "that a warning, I don't
care about this dogs, but if anyone hurt my pack they dead got it". The leader got up and walks over.
"you think you're so tough just because you have psychic ability but watch this" then he shot out a dark
powerful blast that went for Archi as he jump over it and got his wing out and flew to the leader and kick him
with his feet and knock him back then head but him in the stomach than use his wings to blow him away and
said "you think you're so tough, your nothing but an weak dog if you where and true damion you would be
much strong and faster I would have lost straight away". Then the damion pack ran off leaving the behind as
fear took over. Charlie walks over and carol was surprise that he took on that pack by himself. Charlie ran and
hugs Archi and said "thank boy it so nice of you to help this small family I know you had a heart"
"I didn't I told you, I defend my pack and you're in it, beside it all talk he more of a dog then a creature a true
damion would attack first talk later and we would had be killed within seconds" said Archi then jump on
Charlie bag and lay down on his should like normal and said "I'm tired, now move let get these pets home".
Charlie then check if everyone was ok and started walking and soon they found a small country house and as
they went to ask if they knew who owns there damions to their surprised the small boy was her owner. As he
explain that one day she got pregnant and this hunter came and try to steal her and he let her go hoping once
the hunter gone he could get her back but he could find her. He was happy to see her but he didn't know what
to do with the puppies, he could sell them or give them to someone who need them, but he knew no one
would want the male pup since he has fur everyone knows they are hard to train and more likely to kill you
then listen to you, it didn't even listen to it mother and always seem to growl. Staying at the house for the
night Charlie walk over to the black pup and said "hay boy, what a wired day, you know you don't have to be
aggressive or vicious if you don't want, take it from Archi, they said he was meant to be playful and a child
and he just plan aggressive and rude so what I'm saying it you can be yourself". The pup looks at him with an
ear up and one flop down. He looks at him like he was confused or trying to think of to attack or not.
"I hear you guys were made to be top creatures, that your ancestor was a great and powerful star creature that
fell for a dog and gave birth to powerful creature but each generation they grew weaker and lost their fur but
the fur ones are meant to be just like the first litter, I read it in the watch" said Charlie. The pup growled and
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then stared at Archi and growled some more look like he was going to attack.
"You want to beat arch, is it because he beat that dog, you know I might be full on cheering you on by you see
Archi has been train while you haven't so I think it best to hold of any fighting until you get some training in'
explain Charlie.
"Why do you care? Like you said and everyone I'm aggressive and meant to fight, so why can' I fight him?"
growled the young pup, his voice was so young yet aggressive like he was trouble and pick on, Charlie could
see that he hasn't had a great child hood.
"Well he a train creature and you're not, with training I think you will be able to beat him" said Charlie. The
pup stared at him as he watches Charlie leave. The group stayed that night just in case the people return and
also it was too late to leave.
It was morning and as Charlie woke from his slumber on the chair he seen that in his arms was the black pup,
as he jumps in shock and didn't know what was going on because it wasn't there when he was a sleep. Archi
ran in along with carol to see the pup next to Charlie, carol didn't know what to think, she seen that pup was a
thing to fear and she also though it was cute. While Archi hated it, he didn't like anyone getting close to his
partner he didn't know why he cared but he hated it. He growl and walk over as the pup woke up and jump
down as he look around and seen Archi growling thinking it a chance to fight. The two attacked one another
but Archi had to upper hand and easy beat the young pup without breaking a sweat. Charlie got up and told
Archi to stop and pick up the pup and made sure he was ok. He didn't have a scratch or a mark like it was
imposable for anyone to break though his coat. Then the young boy can out and ask "what happen?" unsure
what to say they just made a little giggle of confusion as they didn't want to say a fight broke out in the house.
After breakfast the group decided to leave the house and began there journey once again. The young boy
happily gave them food and thanks them for their help. As they started to leave the young black pup ran out
and started braking as he ran to Charlie and said "I may not be strong yet, but I was hoping with your training
I could became stronger"
"You want to join us in our travels? It fines with me what about you're Archi?' ask Charlie looking at them
bended down at the damion pup height.
"As long as he doesn't attack me or came close I'm fine" said carol
"I don't want him with us, but fine as long as he doesn't get in my way" said Archi mad. Charlie picks him up
and said "you coming with us" then Charlie badge glowed and the pup went red and so did the badge and he
then went into the badge.
"He yours now" said carol. Charlie happy to have another member jump up and down as he was so happy then
called out damion and said "You're now mine" then the pup barks and licks his face.
After that a new member joins the group and Charlie couldn't be happier. Heading to the new town where
there first show was held they began to prepare but before they went to find somewhere to stay, they found a
store with clothes for creature and their owners. As they stop there they decide to get their friends something
for them. Charlie got a black collar for his pup and it had a skull tag with his name engraved on the back of it,
Charlie decide to name him demon since that what his kind is describe as. Archi didn't want anything and
carol brought a mini bell bracelet for her arm to match friger's.
As they left the store and look at the town which was full of shops and hotels, and in the middle of the town
was a huge fountain and behind it was a huge stadium where the creature show was held. As they were able to
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walk Charlie bend down and put a bandana on Archi and said "I think you need something, since you are my
partner and not a wild creature, I even have on tied around my arm, well until I find a place for it'. Archi look
at his new red bandanna and smiled while saying "fine, do I have to wear it all the time?"
"Yep, like demon has to wear his collar, come on you two let head to a restraint, most likely an all you can
eat" said Charlie standing up and looking for somewhere to eat.
"you and food, I see our money being wasted on it, I wonder why your no fat, everywhere we go it food" said
carol shacking her head in disappointment that all he care about was food and battling. As demon walk over to
Charlie with his new black collar what blend with his coat and the silver skull shining in the light. As Archi
was about to jump on Charlie back the two walk into each other and started to growl and a fight was about to
began.
"Stupid dog goes back in the badge where you belong" growled Archi
"Stupid dog? Your one as well idiot last time I check" growled demon.
"No I'm a wolf smarter and free minded not slave to the word of it master or tame I do what I want when I
want" growled Archi
"Stupid fish, wolves are in the dog family, and beside went I get train I will beat you and became the top
creature of this group and you second place where you belong" growled demon.
"Ha, you couldn't beat me even when I'm asleep, so back off"
"Well then this means a start of a challenge'
"No this mean war" snarled Archi
As the two were about to attack each other Charlie bend down and pick them both up in different arms and
said "I think this is a start of a beautiful friendship and team, right ach and demon?"
They both growled and Archi jump on the shoulder and put his back legs on the bag and went to his position.
While demon wanted to grow stronger and faster decide to walk and not to be lazy.
"You knew they hate each other and most likely will kill each other by the end of the day" said carol
"Yes but they will grow to like each other it just they don't know each other, now come one let go and eat"
said Charlie and he ran off. Carol followed with little fringer running behind, shy even so she was a fast
runner and always about to keep with the group.
The group grew and became more full of hope and passion as they were ready for anything, that was in there
way, because they had all they needed friends and hope.
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Chapter 5: Show time
As the sun was up and the group was full of energy they decide to head out to the stadium, they found out that
show start at twelve and it was only seven so they though to use this time to. As carol tried to think of ways to
show of fringer cuteness and beauty in it looks and power. As they sat in the park full of trees and flowers,
many others were training also but only Charlie was training to battle which made him stand out.
"Charlie what do you think of this move?, fringer show of your lighting" she call out and fringer shot out a
powerful blast of thunder and made the lighting go into a circle and she jump though it as she did some of the
lighting went and hit her fur making her connected to the circle. It was a compacted attack but show the power
and control which made fringer stand out, as soon the lighting past and she drop and landed gracefully.
Charlie clap and said "wow that must of took a lot of control and practices but doesn't the trainer have to be
involves some how?"
"not in the beginning ones you don't have too but later on you do, so do you think I could win?, well first
round anyways?" ask asked
"Well it depends can she do it again?" he ask
"Yes, well that part one the next one the bond then battle, hay can fringer battle demon?" she ask
"Why not Archi? I'm just training demon" said Charlie walking over to demon.
"Well, demon is scary but Archi unlike him Archi doesn't go easy and I want fringer to be ok, please it great
training for both" she pleaded.
"Ok, come on demon let have your first battle, be careful she might look weak but her thunder power is very
shocking" said Charlie. Then demon walks over and got ready for his match. Fringer turn into her turn form
which still look like a sheep with the wooly coat but had no tail, big rabbit ears dog feet and legs and two
horns on it head. As fringer seen demon she felt fear taking over and as she scream in fear a burst of lighting
came out and knock demon over. He got up and growled as he ran over and jump on fringer as he landed he
grab her skin and bit down hard refusing to let go.
"demon get off fringer, this is not hunting for food, get back here, you can bite but not in a way to kill, now
use super bark" said Charlie. Then carol call out "uses lighting shock". As demon barked and the grass was
pull of the ground along with the dirt, it was like a supersonic power that knocked everything over and away
from the creature. It was also a loud bark that kill the ear around them as the lighting was shot out of fringer it
was push back so fringer dodge the lighting and tried to get away from the power of his bark, but sadly carol
didn't think of that and was knock over.
"Sorry, you ok?" called out Charlie frinking out
"I'm ok, good dodge fringer now head butt" she calls out. Demon dodge it then grab fringer's ears then chuck
her across the field then bark again and fringer was knock over which scared her causing her to flee away
from the danger.
"Charlie, this isn't a real battle, and when do you chuck the other cross like that, she just a baby" she
complained.
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"I didn't and if there a battle in the show you're not going to win with that attitude, you meant to give it all you
got, dodge every move and don't stop for a second or let them get close plus if she run away she will lose" he
explain.
"this is my first battle, your meant to go easy, you're so mean, I would hit you if your weren't so far away" she
complain.
"What a baby" complain Archi as he sat and watch. As fringer walk back she heals herself and was ready to
battle once again. This time Charlie and demon went easier, they still won the match as in the end Charlie was
unable to remind clam as he got to serious.
"I guess, it because he train in battles, well I don't care I will win no matter what come fringer where going to
train away from these bullies" said carol and left not looking back as she was annoyed at her lose and of
Charlie. Charlie unsure what to do just contiued to train both his creature and learn more about there fighting
styles.
As carol walk around seeing everyone train and how powerful there are, she began to worry because fringer
wasn't as powerful or talented, sure she was cute and their bond was so powerful but the final match she
would lose, since she can't even beat any untrained pup. Soon it became starting time and with no more time
to train as carol thought the move was perfect and there was no way to improve, as she headed to the stadium
as they went to the back of the stage where carol got ready. As she seen everyone dress up she started to panic
as it started to feel real. As she got ready with her wool bottoms and boots, she put her hair up to make it
shape as rabbit ears. Her dress was blue and so was her boots. Ready for anything she groom fringer and
waited for her turn, so nerves she couldn't move and started to panic thinking of the worst. Everyone went and
came back all relieved and happy it over, watching everyone go up, it made her move nerves because
everyone look perfect and talented while carol felt uneasy and that she was going to fail. As her name was
called out, she got up and walk out as fringer change and the enter the middle of the stage and the bright light
shine on her, she look out dead in the middle was Charlie and Archi along with demon calling out to them,
saying good luck cheering while Archi look bored out his mind. Carol then call out "go fringer thunder". Then
she started her move all perfect and everything was going great the thunder look great and everything come
out the way she hope she felt her fear go away and tried to pretend that she was only doing the move in front
of Charlie instead of the whole crowd and judges. As she finishes she fell and carol jump in the air court her
then did a back flip and landed on her two legs while fringer jump out and smiled as she landed. Letting out a
lovely loud call out of joy then they ran off holding her dress they made it back stage and were so glad it over
she jump around smiling and fringer dance. They didn't care if they pass or fail they were happy that they pull
it off.
After waited for the next trainer to finish the winners were called out and she just made it. Ten came out of
thirty and now the bond test was called, a small watch came and as one of the judges, the nurse from the
center in her work in front but this one was blue and yellow. She had short brown hair and wore glasses.
As they walk by and she sends people away as the bond must be at a certain level to pass as they believe the
bond is the most important thing. You could be friend with a creature for years and still not have a perfect
bond, carol was hoping her was a good one as she felt they had a strong bond but never once had it tested.
Charlie and Archi knew their bond would have not made it or even demon, since they all didn't really trust or
have a powerful bond as they still have there doubt about this relationship. As it got to carol, she closed her
eyes and as it ping they told her that she had passed and her bond was almost at the top, she got big points for
that, she hug fringer and was so happy. It would be expected since carol did raise fringer since she was a baby
showing carol and fringer had a mother and daughter relationship. Now only four left and the battle start, they
took a short brake so in this time she ran to Charlie hoping he could give her some help or a creature to lend as
she was panicking.
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"Charlie I need help, one of them is a plant and another is thunder, the water I can handle help" she ask
pleading.
"calm down, it just a battle and I would lend you one of mine but Archi doesn't want to and demon still
training but doesn't mean I can't help, look just uses your thunder moves and dodge, you don't have to use
thunder" explain Charlie.
"beside fringer can absorb thunder so plant is your problem and she can heal and jump up high, just jump,
dodge and attack, fighting easy in this completion but what not easy is our battles, your showing beauty not
power and strength so it easy for you" said Archi on Charlie shoulder.
"Ok, I can do this, what if I can't?" she asks
"Nothing wrong with losing as from it you can learn from you mistake and learn what need improving, plus it
your first time so relaxes' said Charlie.
"You won first go with a creature who hate everyone" said upset and mad
"That was a fluke Archi was already a skill fighter, beside just have fun that what my mother's says win or
lose as long as you had fun and tried that all that matters' he said.
"So you lost, a lot right?" ask Archi.
"I didn't do it to win, only for fun plus I didn't always lose also get off me" said Charlie trying to hold in his
anger. Carol still nervous knew Charlie was right, if she dose try at least it was her best and she can try again,
now ready she ran back, to the back stage while Charlie and Archi even demon went to watch the rest of the
show even though Archi and demon find no interest in it Charlie had to keep them from wondering off.
The next round they watch the water and plant one, it was a tough battle but the plant creature won, it was a
big butterfly with vine like wings with leafs on it and cover in plants, shape as a huge butterfly. While the
water one was a cat who was blue and had duck feet. The next match was thunder vs. thunder fringer going
agents something call a Molton who was a thunder like cat. It looks like a kitten that had a thunder tail and
ears; it looks cute but would shock you if you get to close. As the battle began, as normal fringer was unsure
to battle, she was shy around new creature and normally doesn't like to fight. Well right now she didn't want
to fight. She just ran around jumping and dodging all moves. Carol try to stop her but she kept running soon
she was hit by a huge bolt of lightning which was just absorb by her woolly coat, it did nothing to her and she
look and shot it back at the cat who couldn't absorb it and was hurt badly. She got point for that, it show
strength and power. With that fear gone she attack the cat and jump back off it, full of confidence fringer easy
beat the cat since, the cat was only train to fight with her lighting and thunder moves, with that out of the way
she was powerless to fringer who was train to fight both ways. The winner was announces carol and fringer
jump for joy as they won their first match. Now it was the finals and it was up agents the plant creature. Who
also could absorb thunder moves so fringer was left with her tackles and head butt while the other one had all
the moves and was ready for the match. As it started fringer dodge all the moves and ran fast, trying not to get
hit but soon was court in a vine, with no way our she was trap. She was attack by thorns and was hitting
everything in sight. As she was let go and attack by pink flower pedals. Fringer got up and heals herself, but
didn't know what to do. Charlie knew that if fringer was going to win she had to find a week point, like Colton
weight, and demon lack of trainings. As fringer let out another bolt of thunder it somehow went inside the
vines into the true creature and badly injured it and fringer tackle making it a victory. Given her first ribbon
and metal, they were full of joy. Heading back to the hotel she was so happy but then Archi said "you can
thank me with food"
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"What?" ask carol
"Charlie broke, you're not and I was hungry, you weren't going to win so I use my powers to make sure the
lighting went to the right spot, don't feel bad be happy you won now time for food" said Archi and ran into the
room.
"What?" ask carol still confused
"oh that way his eyes were glowing, well least you won and now fringer has confidents in battle now, with
more training you can win next time plus there nothing one can do so for now let go eat' Charlie said all calm.
"What!" she scream and started shout and attack Charlie and began chasing Archi, upset that they help her
win, and expect to be feed for it.
That night Charlie was hurt bad and lay in bad all night in pain while Archi stay hidden, he wasn't scared he
just didn't want to get hurt since he doesn't use his power on any humans unless there name is Charlie and in
the pack or going to hurt someone. Carol upset about what they did but glad that they did. She knew now she
must learn to fight and find a new move and learns more about the world of star creatures, before going to
another show, with more to learn she knew that she had a long way to go.
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Chapter 6: Training
As they headed to the forest following the path before them, and like normal wild star creature appear to
challenge the tame star creature. The battles are just like any other but sometime they won't give up the fight
until they know they can't win or even death.
This battle was agents a creature with the power of light, it glow bright and was shape as a ball, powerful and
strong, Charlie thought demon would be best, to test his strength and get him use to the ways of battle which
many would say is smart but it wasn't an wise move. Demon battle strong and never show any fear but even if
he was strong battling agents the light wasn't easy for him as he one of the dark. As it shine bright and made it
impossible for him to battle as the sun light was too strong doubling the creature of light power while weaken
him.
Losing Charlie was running out of ideas and demon didn't know how to fight without his powers and he had
horrible aiming skills as he would miss. Slow as Charlie been spending his time training him to battle then
work on his strength and weakness, leaving demon defenseless as he had no idea what he could do to win, but
he keep going ignoring the pain not wanting to give up. Charlie could see that there was no way demon could
win, noticing where he lack he called him back in order to send archi who won easy with his speed the
creature couldn't even get one hit. As they jump in victory carol then push Charlie over and shouted 'how
could you be so stupid? You could have lost don't you think?"
"I won, what wrong with that?" he ask getting up.
"you send demon to battle a creature of light which everyone knows they are weak agents even more so in the
sun light as they get there power from light while demon need the darkness , what trainer are you not to know
that?" she shouted in anger
"I didn't think, but dark and light are opposite and just because he dark doesn't mean he weak it also shown
light is weak agents dark" he said in fear
"You don't think, you want to be the best trainer and yet you don't know what you're doing, demon might be a
fear creature and I hate him but what you did was wrong!" she scream
"What did I do? he battle and was getting tired I swap and put archi in, it what trainer do he also gain
experiences" he explain.
"your such an idiot, they are not here just for fighting, they have feelings you now they hate each other think
about it, you put demon in, he try his hardest to win but was replace by someone he hates and want to beat,
you make him feel weak and useless, a trainer job is to make sure they know their creature feeling and
understand them and know what to use agents other creatures, you want to be on the top, with this you're
going to be on the bottom" she shouted at him, and then push him over again and walk off. Charlie shock and
upset, he understood what she meant but still felt what he did wasn't all that bad.
"don't worry about it, she dose shows not battles, for one thing I don't care about this, and if he can't handle
the heat he should stay out of the way and go home, come on" said archi then he ran off. Demon the walk over
and look at Charlie and said "I'm sorry I lost, I just wasn't fast or strong enough, maybe I should go"
"no, it my fault, a trainer meant to raise and train them correctly all I've been treating you is how to fight, but
no now I have an idea' said Charlie then got up and ran over to carol.
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As he grab some rope and a rock he tied the rock to demon, so he could pull it while walking, it was heavy
and he wasn't able to move as fast.
"Now this will make you stronger and much faster and able to do a mean tackle and now it archi turn' explain
Charlie.
"What I'm fast I can drag that easy" complain archi.
"I know, but you're flying slow and weak, you can't fly for long, you have no strength in your wings, so you're
going to be flying now not walking or being carried while you're carrying a rock also, this will make you a
better flyer and faster, face it you're a bad flyer" said Charlie.
"I'm not, I'm great at flying watch" growled archi then he flow up into the air and started flying fast around
but got tired quick soon his wings gave in and he crash landed and said "it not like I fly a lot, I think I should
stay grounded"
"What if the next match is one in the sky you're my only flyer' said Charlie and tied him up to a rock. The
rock weren't big but they were heavy. Demon had a hard time pulling it at first but once he got the right way
to pull it he was able to pull it without causing much trouble. Archi started flying but found it unfair that they
have to work while he doesn't.
"hay, if we have to train so do you, don't you know the leader must always remind stronger the other or they
won't listen, if you want to be my alpha you better get strong' said archi.
' bring it on" said Charlie and archi found a nice rock for him at first he had a hard time pulling it, but
eventually got there and the three were pulling or caring. Archi flew up high in his true form strangling to kept
his body and rock in the air as it dangle underneath him. He tried flying higher and faster but gave up on that
and just flew at a normal pass with enough space for the rock not to hit the ground. Demon pull the rock with
his head forward and pull using every muscle in his body, while Charlie pull trying not to use his arms to pull
on the rope using all their strength they could call for to move forward. Carol always far in front laugh and
found it funning seeing them pull rock around and once they could use to it and able to kept up with her they
always went and found an heaver rock for them to pull. At first it seemed cruel but they were all in it, and
wouldn't stop till they got to the town. Even when they slept they had the rope and rock still tied up to them. It
was wired but carol was happy that he finely started to train them in other way then just in their power.
It been two days straight of pulling the rocks and they soon began to grew tired and carol always stop to wait
for them ether sitting down or training.
After awhile carol soon walk with them and try to give them encouragement and most of the time she got
shouted at or archi uses his wings to push her away. They almost reach the town but discover that a huge,
steep hill was in there way. It was hard to get up even without the use of rocks. Carol tries to stop them but
they didn't listen so she got herself up there and rested while the three struggled. It look like Charlie had it
easy as he could just fly high but in truth his wings couldn't take it, he wasn't able to fly high and only
struggled to keep the rock from touching the ground. As demon and Charlie grew tired ad their legs were
about to give in. Charlie soon started to crawl up the hill as his legs couldn't take it, as they reach the top they
soon took a rest, as Charlie felt he couldn't walk anymore, archi wings kill him so much he couldn't even
move them while demon just wanted to sleep there and never get up.
Carol sitting there then said "I told you, it was a bad idea yet you didn't listen, well the town just up a head
and the hill, don't worry it down hill". As she finish the three got up and began to walk again as they didn't
want to rest until they got to the town.
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"come on don't stop now that your almost there" she said cheering them on while fringer who follow laugh at
them and said in her babyish voice 'don't you wish you were in show' trotting off, demon and archi annoyed
went after her, as Charlie rush after them the group found themselves running as the two determination to
catch fringer and Charles to stop them they forget about their pain and keep going. As the sun was beginning
to set they finally reach the town, in joy the three remove their rope and jump for joy knowing they made it all
the way without passing out or quitting.
As demon wanting to head back into the badge Charlie told him that he should walk now and feel the
differences. As the groups enter the guys just wanted to go and eat while carol want to sign in a hotel and get
the creature heal and better and also to change clothes and wash which she kept hinting to the guys.
Heading to the center they sign in and the creature went into the healing room to get better and heal. Charlie
and carol ran up to the stairs and Charlie collapse on the floor and carol keeps pushing him into the shower
even though Charlie had no strength left. As he was in it carol look around the room and pick the best bed and
got everything set up. It was like a mini house, it had its own kitchen and bathroom and the living room was
in the same room as the bedroom and had it own TV. There had two single beds and they were upside and
outside the room was a hallway. The room was all white and grey every room was the same expect for the
number of beds. As she looks to see what on, she had seen her favorite movie on when she was younger. She
scream in joy scaring Charlie was came out half dress in shock with only his pants on and still wet he ask
"what wrong".
"My favorite movie on, we have to watch it no matter what" she said jumping around happy
"A movie really? What is it?' he asks annoyed she screams for that reason nearly giving him and heart attack.
"The swan princess, I love it, it has romance and show love concur all and my favorite song, it was the first
movie I watch when I was a kid that had a princess in it" she said explain jumping up and down.
"Never heard of it, but we need dinner first, it starts at eight and it five, we will go out have dinner and
explore for a bit then head back" he said
"Ok, I set it in our watches so it will go off when an hour left now let go" she said as she put a timer in their
watches and started to drag him.
"Wait I'm half dress, let me get dress first" he said as he rash to get his shirt on as he was getting pull out. As
he was getting dragged down the stairs the creature just came out and seen them go and ran after them
confused. As they look for a restaurant carol ran into the closes one that she knew would let creature in and
was cheap and fast. They got a table and were looking at the menu. Demon sat near the window and archi on
the other side of Charlie, while carol sat on the other side of the table with fringer sitting near the window.
The creature had to be in there true form to prove they were star creatures and also you must be their trainer or
shower to allow star creature in and the more ribbon, Badges or metals you have the cheaper your meal is. As
they pick archi got into trouble when creature kept coming and wanted to battle or hid. Soon Charlie had
enough and made the two swap sides. As they pick food carol still kept pushing them to eat fast and got
annoyed when they order a lot.
"Why are we in a rush?" archi asks
"She wants to watch a movie that starts as eight so, she in a rush just picks and eats fast" Charlie explains. As
they pick food and began to eat, Charlie and archi both order a huge stake while demon orders a bowl food of
meat ball and dog food. Fringer was milk and oats and even hay while carol had a salad. Even after dinner and
desert archi and Charlie kept complaining that they were hungry and wanted more, but they weren't allowed
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anymore, while demon didn't understand since they just had more food then he normally get in a week. Soon
they headed out and explored the town but soon something court carol eyes a salon as she enter and get her
hair trim and shape again, and fringer was getting her wool cut the guys sat there doing nothing being bored as
other walk by laughing as seen them wait soon the boredom was too much and they left to train after
promising her that they will be back in time for the movie.
Heading to the outside of town they found millions of stones, rocks and logs. They practices there tackling
and head butts, flying or even running with a heavy rocks and even challenge a few trainer coming in and
even wild creatures. Soon the time flew by and they realize they only had a half an hour, as they bolted back
as fast as they could, tired and swore out they push themselves to the center as they enter they bolted up and
were force into the shower again which cause trouble since demon hated water so as they try to get him wash.
They only just made it and carol walk in and seen them all ready and smiled. As they boys look at their newly
cut hair, it didn't look any different. But they complain on it any way or they could get a chance of getting
shock or even hit. As they sat down in there Pjs Charlie wore a black long pants and t shirt while carol wore a
white night grown that went to her knees. As the movie start archi ask "what it about any way?"
"A princess that get turn into a swan and her princes want to find her" he explained. Archi look at him with
hate, he didn't want to watch a love story when he could be training. Demon just went back into the badge to
avoid being bored, while archi couldn't, for one he hated being locked up and two he will never go into it and
if he ever dose Charlie could send him back when ever, so he refused to give him that power. As archi sat on
the bed and Charlie sat next to it they watch the movie as carol sing along with it and fringer did too. They
were great singer but it didn't make it any more fun. As it finish she turn over to see what the guys thinks but
found them asleep Charlie fell asleep on the floor while archi took the whole bed. Upset about that they
wouldn't even stay up to watch it with her she then stone off to bed. As it reaches morning they got working
up by carol stomping and they ask "what up?"
"You fell asleep, you didn't even watch it with me" said said mad and also upset.
"We did we watch it all but when it finish we fell asleep, you should be happy we did that out body wanted to
sleep so mush" said Charlie.
"Yeah, if I did stay up I would have complain about it, on many things in there confuses me and we would
have started a fight and really I wanted sleep" said archi.
"It ends with the two getting married and her not a swan any more, the bad guys are killed by an arrow and the
frog stays a frog" said Charlie.
"Have you watched this before?" she asks
"no, first time and I know it was about a girl turn not a swan because of the title, come let go and get some
breakfast and head to the next town" said Charlie then rush into the bathroom to get change, while archi
stretch and grab Charlie stuff and headed out the door.
Another town gone and the next it the main town with the contender there, full of excitement Charlie couldn't
wait, while carol was happy they watch the movie even though they hated it. She felt loved and started singing
song form the movie which made the two ran even faster there trying to get far away from the songs.
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Heading to the next town the group began to train, carol try to improve her creatures beauty and new ways to
make her creatures stand out while Charlie train his creature to improve their speed and power. Archi flying
improve but still couldn't fly far or that fast while demon was fast and had good defense but his powers still
were uncontrollable. Demon super bark and bite were tough but his new move he discover which was dark ray
that he shot out a ray of black light. Every time he uses it, it always pushes him back along with it and where
ever he aims it always misses. Charlie help him learn to control it while Archi was banned to land and if he
did Charlie said he wouldn't get feed until midnight. So he try too hard to stay up in the air, he was chuck
things to attack and destroy. Each one battle great and they seem to be ready for their next battle. When the
training ended Archi went to land but his wings gave up to early and he smash right into Charlie and knock
him over. The two fell to the ground and as Archi got up and put his wings away and look at him and said "I
told you I can't stay up for too long or my wings will fail"
"That way I getting you to stay up, you're my only flyer so I need you to be strong in air and on the floor"
explain Charlie getting up.
"Well me and fringer think creature shouldn't be fighting but love and care for' explain carol.
"When creature first came here they battle each other, and it not like we force them and me can't wait to battle
right guys" said Charlie fixing his hat and clothes.
"Yeah just cause your creature can't fight, it too much of a sheep no star creature in it" said Archi then laugh it
head off. The fringer walk over and shock him and said in her cute baby voice "I don't fight because it wrong
and has no point, answer this why do you fight?"
"I fight to be strong" said Archi
"To get stronger so one day, so I can protect who I love so that what happen before will never happen' said
demon in pride.
"That a good idea demon but Archi yours is horrible, there no reason" said fringer disappointed in him. Then
carol said "yeah Archi people normally fight for a reason, I know Charlie just want to be a champion of the
star creatures, many dream it but it never come true".
"hay it could happen, and so what if Archi has no reason, were both heading to the top to be the champion and
unlike you were going to give it our all" said Charlie all proud then look at Archi who sat there and he
growled and said "who need a reason to fight, I'm here and if I didn't join him he would have a week baby and
would still be at that first place and you would have never left that first town". Then they look at him shock, it
was kind of true but still they couldn't believe he said it.
They soon headed off and demon returns while the other two stay out. Fringer was all happy and cuddling up
to her. Archi walk away from him and kept his distance.
"Archi don't be mad, come and ride my shoulder" said Charlie happy.
"I don't ride, I can walk just kept looking straight" he growled.
"Arch I can never get you, I wonder if we're ever going to be friends?" he said. Archi look at him and though
back and then ran and jump on his shoulder and smiled and said "I may be cruel but you accept me so give it
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time and maybe one day, I will respect you and maybe let you boss me around in battle but mostly not"
"Never boss, just some hints, no one the boss in my group, where just friends' said Charlie happy.
"One step at the time, you may be a master to that dog but to me you're under my commanded" said Archi.
"Let say no one the master or leader" said Charlie then patted Archi on the head and ran up to carol and said
"so what can you tell me about this contender?"
"Nothing, I'm not aloud but this person has a mix creature" she explains looking up at the clear sky.
"Hmm, you know these contenders are very close to each other I could finish this before the year up" said
Charlie all happy thinking about it.
"not really, there only three close to your home but others are overseas, and you don't have to rush around, we
could look at other cities, like the one surround by water I hear it a beautiful place and has a well famous race
there held every year and if we get there on time, we could enter the race if we get some water creature who
are fast in water" she explain thinking of the cities.
"Well archi could, but I don't know how he is swimming, I think we should find out once we find water" said
Charlie thinking about it.
"I can swim fine, so how far is that city?" ask Archi.
"well it between the 7th and 8th contenders so it pretty far and we need to travel by sea which means we need
money and were in luck after this city there a race, were people can use two to four creatures to race, and the
winner can some money" she explain pulling out a book and reading it.
"Cool, I could win, but first we need to find the contender and win that match and get that badge" said Charlie
then started to run.
As they reach the town, it was full of houses and not many shops. It the biggest house belong to the contender
and many people where here to battle that one person. As they reach the building it was big and black and had
a black circle with a gold mark in the middle. When carol court up and seen him in a line she walk up to him
and ask "why must you wait? We could battle tomorrow we been travelling and your creature need some rest"
"Look I'm here and were going to battle were pump and were not tired, and we will stand here all night if it
means were going to battle the contender" he said being stubborn.
"You too Archi?" she ask.
"Yeah, beside look at all the people they will lose, they are nothing but week people with the lame creatures"
said Archi looking at them thinking he all that.
"Fine, I'm not waiting here or spend my time walking around alone, come here" she said then grab his jacket
and started dragging him to the fount and everyone was complaining and as she reach the fount door. A man
came and said "go back to the end of the line, and wait your turn"
"My name Caroline and I came from the first contender and with me is my friend Charlie, he here for a match,
can I see your boss, I'm sure he wouldn't like it knowing another person who works at another contender place
to be spending their time here, it bad" she said.
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"How do I know you work there?" he asks. The man was tall and looks like most security guards, tough,
sunglasses and wore black.
"Hello we look alike and I have photo and ids, and believe me this guys tough and I think he would want to
battle him right away" she said pulling out photos and ids.
"go on in" said the men and she said her thanks and grab Charlie jacket again and pull him in making it look
like he was scared or her puppet. As they walk in and she push him to the platform and he walk and lights
shine in his eyes and a tall man came out and had long brown hair and wore a black tank top and army pants
with big boots. He looks and called out "are you my changer?"
"Yes I'm Charlie, I came here for a match" he called out.
"You can use two creatures depend on how much you have, beat both mine you win, you lose both you lose
got it kid" he called out.
"Yeah" said Charlie. Then the men called out a cat like creature that was mix with a dog and had spikes all on
it back and long fangs. Then Charlie called out demon, using Archi for last since normally the tough one is
called out last.
Demon in his true form, growling ready for his first fight. Charlie pointed his watch at the contender creature
who was snarling and he read "jilton- a cat/dog creature playful and loyal this creature can either be more of a
dog or cat, they have no special power other then quick reflexes, flexibility, super fangs and claws". then look
up and the match began demon did the first move, he attack with his super bite which the jilton did the same
and as the let go demon use super bark which jilton dodge and demon attack but it doge it by twisting it body
in a wired shape that no one can do if they had bones. Demon surprise at it didn't know what to do every time
he kept attacking it ether dogged or use back at him. As he look and seen Archi watching laughing at his fail,
it pushes him more and Charlie called out "demon stay forces now use super bark with speed". then demon
look at him and nodded while ran after the jilton who wasn't faster them him and as he got close he was about
to bark and then jilton dodge and then demon bark when it was in the air which knock it and jilton was push
into the wall and as it landed and hiss and ran back and grab demon tail with it fangs and refused to let go.
Demon ran around trying to get it off it tail then he grab it tail and it as a full on circle. Then the contender
called out "now scratch that dog". Then the jilton scratch demon on the face then let go and jump back in front
of it owner and bath itself. As demon shocks his head and then growled and was getting tired of it games. His
barks did nothing nor did his fangs or claws. Charlie was running out of ideas but he couldn't swap his
creature around that wouldn't be fair on demon after all his training and effort. As he watch demon dodge
jilton the contender laugh and wonder if this kid was for real. Then Charlie called out "use dark ray". demon
look at him and he turn as jilton came and was right in fount of him then shot out a dark ray at jilton and it
was a direct hit and it knock jilton to the wall and the ray kept going till demon run out of breathe then stop.
He took a lot of deep breath and waited for the smoke to disappear. Once it clears jilton was up but then fell
and was knocking out for the count as it turns into a cat. Demon tired and lost a lot of energy using that
power, he then turn and look at Charlie and smiled then ran and jump into Charlie arms and smiled. Charlie
patted him and hugs him saying how proud he was that he controls it. Then put him down to rest in his badge
then Archi walk on to the floor and said 'now it time for the champ, less end this quick'
'Confident creature, I see you train him well but can he beat my strongest creature' said the contender and call
forth his strongest. He was a lion with spike along it back and legs, it had cheetah marking on it body and a
fighting fish tail, like it standing on water and it mane was thick and the lion roar, it was huge and Archi was
being to think maybe he spoke to soon. Charlie pointed his watch and read 'mala, a cat like creature mix with
a fish and some other cats, mostly traveling in pack, it able to control and use fire'. then the battle started and
Archi dodge the move and attack him with his claws and teeth, Archi look small and foolish he try his best to
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get him, but when mala use it fire power Archi began to use his water, normally he would win but because
mala was more experience and train for a longer time and on an higher level, it fire could turn Archi water to
steam.
'Come on arch you can beat him' called out Charlie.
'it look like you spoke too soon, no amount of water can beat my lion, mala finish it' he called out and a fire
blast was shot, but Archi flew up into the air and just miss it and Archi stay in the air dodging his fire ability.
Archi use his wings to blow the cat away from him and get rid of the fire. Charlie then had a great idea and
called out 'wind water'. normally no one understand Charlie words, so it up to his creature to understand him,
luckily for Charlie Archi understood every word and demon was getting there and as mala use fire blast ageist
Archi he blew it away and the shot out water and got it in mala mouth and mala couldn't use it fire for awhile.
Then he flew down and uses his water and made it spin around him and hit mala with his great speed, he kept
in good balance and his wings didn't give up on him so he was able to do a direct hit and even if mala did
move Archi would follow him like a tracer bullet. As he hit, mala flew back and Archi but the force move
back and slammed agents the floor. Archi got up and his wing tired and a bit injured from the land, looking at
mala and started to growled while mala roared and still had some fight left, as they ran to each over and attack
with one final blow, with water agents fire. a massive explosion happen and when the smoke cleared the two
stood and it was now the wait to see who would fall, Archi stood strong and look at the lion using his wings to
push the air underneath him to lift him into the air. As he flew up he tackle mala from the sky then tail slap
him before he flew away. Waiting to see what happens, hoping his wings would stay strong. Caroline began to
wonder what would happen if Archi wing did fail then he would have no way to win, as mala was a skill
hunter and could easily catch Archi. Charlie hope that Archi would stop uses them and give it a brake so his
wings wouldn't be too tired and they already were injured. Mala roared and shot out fire Archi use his wing to
make a massive wind and blew out the fire and the wind knock mala away and he smash agents the wall and
Archi wing then vanish as they gave up, losing his wings he fell to the ground and was unable to bring them
out due to the pain. Mala went for the attack Archi tired didn't know what to do, stand strong; Charlie then
called out 'Archi freeze'. Then Archi use his psychic powers and froze mala while slamming him everywhere.
As mala broke free he fell to the ground and as he got up and went for the attack. Using his powerful claws
Archi was no match as he was still only young his claws wasn't strong enough.
'I told you, you should have gone to the center' said carol.
'well, either way, Archi would still be like this, uses one thing till it to weak then uses something else, Archi
arm for the throat' said Charlie and Archi grab on to the throat with his teeth and claws unwilling to let him
go. Archi made sure he was on the back so mala could hit him with his claws. soon the lion fell and Archi let
go and mala turn back into a real lion and Archi ran over to Charlie injuring his cuts and pains and sat next to
Charlie and Charlie bend down and pick him up and hug him tight smiling and was so happy and Archi now
in his pup form was mad but had no imagery to stop him. the contender walk over and said 'well-done, I
haven't met someone like you in a long time, your creatures has the power but Archi he all about power, the
next contender going to be a challenge for him' then he gave him the badge and Charlie jump up as Archi held
on to Charlie head and Archi said to the contender 'you know I maybe all about power, but I still manage to
beat your cats'
'True but if Charlie here didn't tell you what to do, you might have lost, nice to see you carol' said the
contender and he walk away and return his cat and went to get the healed. Carol then said 'hear that Archi, you
need to think, ever a shower or battler everything not about power, you need to think of a plan and not just
rely on one thing, come fringer we have a salon calling our name'.
'Don't worry Archi, were a great team and together we can win, each day we became stronger and soon you,
me and demon will became champion' he said. then they headed to the center so demon and Archi could get
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heal and recovered while Charlie explore the place seeing if there any all you can eat or anything they seem
like fun. After while Charlie headed back to see if they were OK then headed to an all you can eat, where
carol met them. Archi and Charlie battled to see who could eat the most, while carol tried to hid and act like
she doesn't know them, while demon tired to figure out where all that food goes as they never gain weight yet
they are never full an bottomless pit.
'you guys are pigs, and also can you eat more quite and use your manners, this is a restaurant not your home'
she said then started to get louder and then the two look and see people watching them and Archi said 'well, I
grow up in the wild I have no manners, but Charlie here he just plan disgusting'
'hay, you're the one who eat like a pig and just because you live in the wild doesn't mean you can't eat right,
many creature were born wild and yet they are more kinder and have manners' said Charlie then started to eat
right.
'yeah but unlike most creature I'm more wilder, and I didn't give up my wilderness once court, I'm only
traveling with you to became stronger and once I get there you and that dog can do whatever, so really I'm
still wild you don't see many star creature walking off the badge' he said like he knew all and began to eat.
'he got you there, but ether way and we need money were getting broke, unless there some way we can get
money we have to find food and get a free room' she said.
'What isn't there anything close by we can enter?' he asked.
'I told you there a race outside the city, if we enter and win we have enough money till we find a way to get
more, but we need fast creature, also the contest says you can't use power, so you will lose since Archi and
demon are fast but they use their power to help, unless they can learn to not use them' explain carol.
'we can win, right guys a race to the end, Archi and demon are fast and even without their gift I'm sure Archi
could fly' said Charlie.
'Yes fly, then I fall and smash, I will only use my wings in battle, they are a pain and unless it training or
battle I will never use them for this pointless race' explain Archi.
'Think of it as training' said Charlie.
'Maybe he scared' said fringer.
'I'm not and I can win blindfolded with or without my wings' said Archi full of confidence.
'That if you beat me fish, Charlie enter us in the race, we can win this, and I will bring that fish down' said
demon then growled at Archi.
'This is going to be fun to watch' said carol drinking her coffee. While the two fought and Charlie try to
separated them. After they left they headed out the town to the race, hoping they will win and get the money
they needed. Also hoping that one day Archi and demon will became friend.
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As they reach a new town that was small and isolated rich with nature and as the group waited outside, for the
race to begin. Carol didn't want to enter the race due to her only star creature was fringer and she wasn't much
of a runner and it known to be dangerous. While Charlie couldn't wait for the match, with the badges on his
team, he got them ready for the match. Looking around the competition was strong and many were teenage
star creature whom had great amount of energy and speed. While only five other in the race were kids,
looking around they needed to beat twenty two others and it all depend on where you finish to what you get.
So the pressure was one for our broke travelers.
'Ok guys you can do this, remember don't fight each other, just run and get to the end and no using your
powers' explain Charlie.
'I won't, master, I will win this for you no matter what' said demon all ready.
'your such a wimp, I don't get dogs master this and that, char I will win this and get the money as I love to win
and food so you better have something for me when I win' said archi.
'Nothing wrong with being loyal, you must have some bit of dog in you I everyone know dogs descend from
wolves, so deep down somewhere something is telling you to be loyal' said demon.
'yes loyal to only the alpha male, and if you can see there is none, so until there one I will do what I want
stupid dog and also I have will power unlike you who just an slave' said archi then he left and walk to his spot
and got himself ready for the race.
'Don't worry dem, he just being arch, just try your best and whatever happen your still my dog and partner,
also friend while archi if he wins we need earplug' said Charlie and he walk away leaving them. All the racers
got in there spot ready and were keen to race. The race was they had to run into the forest and around a huge
tree and back, it was long but not easy since other creatures around even wild so it up to the racer to ignore
them and keep running, as they aren't allow to use their powers even use once and they will be disqualified.
As it started they all ran and ran and not stopping for no one. Archi and demon were in the middle it was hard
for them to get to the front with bigger creatures blocking their way, demon was able to run under them and
bolt. The thing about the race you must be in your true form making it harder not to use your power. Archi
soon gave up on the ground so he flew into the air, which is allowed as his wings are a part of him. Flying he
made it to second and hope to get far before he landed. Demon still getting there uses his size to dodge and get
past others. As they reach the tree they were all attack every single creature by a flock of birds, different types
attacking everyone around them and even each other. It was a war zone, as anyone went near the trees there
were attack y and flock of birds. As archi landed knowing there no way he could fly around with all these
birds, as he dodge the birds hopping to get past using his size, as the birds seem focus on the tall star creature
then the small one. Holding back he tried get past without using any of his powers of strength even though he
seen many of them give in and fight back.
People back at the start wonder what taking them so long while someone said 'the birds are attacking again a
another war, the runners can't get past without being attack, we have to get them before they get hurt'. The
people wonted to run and help but if they did the birds would go for them too. Archi grow tired of this and
flew into the air and started to fight knocking many to the ground, only the small ones and made a path for
him to run. Demon and two other made it though they began to run as fast as they could away from the battle.
Archi then landed and bolted them all head to head, then as they made it archi came in second and demon
third as an older creature made it before them by it nose. The two kids were tired from fighting they didn't
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have all the energy as the older one did. Charlie ran over and hugs his creature and said 'well done, we might
not get all the money but least you made it and without using a single power'
'I would have won if it wasn't for those birds that attack us, what there deal?' said archi fixing his wings.
'I was told it been going on for ages, three types of birds fighting for leadership territories it seem that area has
no ownership so the birds are fighting for it, some of the bird are trying to break it up or even leave but it
shown to be hard, the people hope they weren't going to fight as it seem they quieting down but instead it
gone worse, they are attacking anyone who enter the area now and that tree is the base of the land' explain
Charlie.
'In other word who get the tree get the land, you guys ok?' ask carol as she walk over worried
'Yeah, but I want revenge no one attack me and get away with it' said archi and he bolted back, Charlie
quickly jump up and rush after him, the other follow him in hope to stop the two for going back. As they got
there they seen archi in full combat, he hated being attack by others and now that he doesn't have to hold back
he was going to show them what it means to attack him. As archi fought and the other stood back thinking
what to do, Charlie told demon to go in and protect archi and get him out of there. Watching Charlie and other
people try to get the birds away and save the other creatures who are trap. As the battle rages soon the birds
attack the people even though they weren't in the territory.
The trainer soon return there star or even rush in and grab them running always people ran for their lives.
While Charlie and carol remind trying to get Archi out, demon had no luck as he found it hard to even get
close to him or even get his voice across. There were too many birds and soon it became hard for Archi or
demon to even get away. Archi soon found an chance to break free from the flocks, as Archi went to return
back into it an young bird stop him and wouldn't let him fight the other birds. He fought bravely not only
keeping Archi at by but others.
'Look Archi attacking that poor bird' said carol upset about it.
'It probably a kid there many of them fighting' said Charlie.
'No it a baby I can tell and also my watch say it is, look' she said then show him the information on her watch,
it said it was a lotto, and the one Archi was fighting was at the baby stage. 'What baby would fight at this age?'
ask carol worried.
'well, he probably trying to protect his flock and family, don't worry I will save it' said Charlie and ran into the
fight being attack by many he ignore the pain and as he went to save the bird he jump in at the worst time as
Archi went in for the attack he scratch Charlie arm hard as he aim for the baby bird. Charlie ignores the pain
and held the bird in his jacket and wouldn't let it go. While grabbing Archi with his hand he drags him out.
Calling for demon that see Charlie and rush after him keeping the other birds away. As he got out the five
rushes away as the birds chase them until there were far from the tree.
Later that day Charlie sitting on the chair getting stitches in his right arm, the scratch he got from Archi was
deep it bleed a lot before he got to the hospital, his jacket had to be thrown out and many seen him as an fool
and seen Archi as dangerous for attacking his own trainer. As they waited for Charlie to be stitch up demon
look at Archi with hate, he was close to attack Archi, while Archi himself sat there with an bored look not
caring for what he did, he blame Charlie for jumping into the fight unaware of the dangers. As the young bird
was still in recover Charlie refuse to leave it so he had a doctor come to the star's hospital just to care for his
wounds. The bird look like a pigeon small, he wasn't in his true form and shown to be badly injure and tired
and underweight due to the war food was something you didn't get.
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'That was foolish why did you jump in to a battle field? You lucky you made it out with only a cut' asked the
nurse in her white clothes and a jacket on. The place look like other and had people sitting all around relaxing
and waiting for the creatures to be heal form the bird fight.
'Well I couldn't let Archi kill the bird plus it was a baby it should even be fighting' said Charlie.
'Even if your intention were noble it was still foolish, your arm is injured your just lucky your nerve were cut,
you should take a brake and rest that arm' said carol annoyed and worry, his wound was deep and they said he
was lucky nothing broke.
'Were fighters, it what we do and I'm not done with those birds, the y are still probably fighting, if we take out
the leader we can probably end the fight' said Archi.
'Yeah Archi let go and attack the leader who probably guarded and the strongest birds, were already inured
and Charlie arm is stitches because of you' complained demon.
'I only just saying, beside those birds are idiot and useless, also it mostly kids fighting the adult battler are
more deeper, beside if we use this as training it could improve out battling skills and help us learn how to
defend ourselves better' said Archi.
'that a good point, also maybe we might find away to stop it, let go' said Charlie as his arm was all stitch up he
then he rush off, with Archi following demon ran after them worried about what could happen.
'In one ear out the other' said carol.
'he so trusting, he was just attack by the creature and yet has still hang around him, he could have loss that
arm, now he heading back where he could get worst off he need to understand that he can't do anything' said
the nurse worried.
'He impulsive and don't worry they are stronger then they look, if it get too tough Charlie would pull them
back, he won't let them get too injured' said carol and continued sewing.
At the field they watch the sleeping birds looking for the leader who was a bigger bird, it was a feartor at the
moment he looks like a huge bird with a long beck but still they watch. He was the leader and as the two got
ready to attack they were found by a younger ones who attack them, Archi battle and tackle the bird to the
ground and demon held him down too and Charlie went to grab the beck so it can't scream but it was too late
and all the birds woke and attack them. They free the baby birds and Charlie ran for cover while the other
fought back protecting Charlie and themselves. Fighting to survive, the birds made it harder for them to run
away. Since the birds were now piss off and didn't give up easy so they attack and wanted them gone not
giving up until they were dead.
Charlie had to fight them off with a stick while demon try to protect him and himself, Archi just try to get rid
of as much as he can and defeat the leader he didn't care much about what was happening behind him where
Charlie was. They battle hard and could never get away and this time they couldn't leave as there ways out
was block so they had to wait.
At the center carol could see the birds flock fighting and seen Archi power and hear demon's barks. Worried
she wanted to go and help but the nurse stop her and said 'no, if you go there you have no chance, fringer not a
fighter and these bird are serious they will kill without hesitation, they will be fine they are skill trainers and if
you go they will have more to worry about all we can do is wait and hope they have the sense to run away'
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'What wrong with you? he could get hurt' said carol shock of what she said.
'I know, for months this has happen and everyone tried but the more who join in the more who get hurt, I'm
not being mean, the bird war is the worst, nothing can stop those birds it won't end till one flock reminds' she
said and carol just watch. In the room the little bird woke and seen the fight and flew out and smash the glass
and went to the fight. Carol tried to stop the bird and then said 'I'm going, that bird could get killed he not yet
recovered' then ran after him. The nurse unsure what to do ran to get help to save the kids.
Back at the battle, Charlie was injured and bleeding, peck and hit by wings and wind having a hard time
standing since every time his feet touch the ground he went flying or was attack. Archi was always in the air
fighting and his wings were being attack and demon try hard to get them in the air and hit them, his bark was
the best power to use but he couldn't make a strong enough bark since he couldn't get ready as he was attack
every second even using his dark ray was difficult as he couldn't aim or power up. As demon was about to be
hit from behind the young bird came and knock the others away with his wind power.
'It that bird, demon protect the bird' called out Charlie then he was push to the ground. Demon tackles away
and kept the big birds away from him while Archi try to get rid of the stronger one before they got the others.
Fighting away they grew tired and they were close to being knocked out. So Charlie ran and grab the baby
bird and Archi and bolted while demon followed as the flock chase them attack, Archi shot out water and tried
to keep the flock of birds away along with demon while the bird try to help but he was far too injured and his
winds was in need of medical attention. Every time a bird came to hit the bird Charlie jumps in front. Charlie
tries to lead them all to safety but all the flock got in the way. Soon another flock got wind of the fight and
came straight for Charlie; the others couldn't get close to him as the other flock of birds keeps them at bay.
Charlie dodge there attacks and tried his best to get far away. As he was blown away and feel the ground. He
felt the pain rush though his body and felt his stretches starting to snap. As they went to finish Charlie off
Archi appeared and blew them away with an gust of wind and then demon bark as loud as he could knocking
them all away with his strongest bark off all, taking every strength he had left. As all the birds were confused
or trying to get back up, demon grab the baby bird and rush back to Charlie as Archi landed and keep his eye
out for the birds while seeing is Charlie was ok. as the bird return and with more than ever, soon carol arrive
and fringer shock out an powerful thunder bolt which knock out the weaker and injured bird. As carol rush to
Charlie and help him up putting his arm around her she help him walk back as the other tried their best to keep
all the birds away. As they rush back soon the town people arrive and help with their help they manage to get
to the center as Charlie sat down and nurses and doctors came to see them all. One of the people went to
Charlie mad with an scar on his face he said 'you lucky you came back alive, many are in hospital and some
are killed, your luckily your creatures came out alive, they could be worst, like that bird, what were you
thinking?'
'I was helping, your town, we thought if we took down the leaders the birds would leave but another bird
came and stop us, we tried we only wanted to help' explain Charlie.
'foolish child, you don't think we tried what would happen if you died or one of their stars don't you think
before you act' said the man annoyed and the bird came out and landed on Charlie head and said in a banish,
boy voice like he only just learn to talk in full sentence 'it won't work, outsider can't stop the war. Only a bird
from another flock can take out the king, then it will end, humans would just make them madder and try to
take your home in revenge who win the war get the land and each flock leader once it'
'You can speak?' ask Charlie shock.
'Yes you attack the prince. So the king order his bird to get revenge, the smallest is the prince the biggest the
king' said the bird.
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'Well that stupid, well I think your king should kill the king in his sleep' said Archi.
'arch, don't worry bird when your heal you can head home and while you're here we can help you think of
ideas for one were not going to fight those birds again, for one my back can't take anymore hits' said Charlie.
'Weak, it should be you training and not us' said Archi.
'hay, don't' speak to him like that if it wasn't for him you would be killed, you just upset those birds beat you'
said demon.
'beat ha, I only left because I was drag and second, what the point fighting them when everyone gone' said
Archi and jump on the conch and push demon and demon growled and attack Archi and the two fought even
though in banged and in great pain they battled hard like they didn't came back from an huge battle.
The town soon left and Charlie two in bandages headed out back to train his creature in hope to drain them of
their energy or make them relies they pain and limitations. Sadly it didn't work, Charlie try to work on demon
aim. 'demon when you shot you take your time and so your opponent move making you miss, watch Archi as
he aims and shot and see how to do it' said Charlie and Archi walk forward and said 'yeah watch me, newbie'.
then he aim at the he rock and shot fast and strong and made a hole in the rock and Charlie said 'see, demon as
you power up aim fast and shot out, don't think just do and don't worry about what going on around you just
focus on your enemy ok, ready try and hit Archi'
'yes let see if you can' said Archi and flew into the air and smiled and demon had to be quick like a real battle
as he fire he just miss and Charlie said 'you getting better and faster but you fire to early I know what can
help, fetch while he doing this Archi fly around the big trees and people also building around the town and not
hit anything or anyone fast and kept going till you can't fly no more then landed perfectly' he said. Archi
annoyed flew up and left and Charlie grab a Frisbee form the center and chuck it far and demon chase after it
always missing ether jumping too early or late. Then the bird flew over and said 'I want to train too, I seen
how powerful they are I want to be strong'.
'well Ok, you're a great flyer, hit my hand as hard as you can with your wing' said Charlie and the bird hit his
hand but it didn't hurt much and Charlie said 'your wings are still young, attack the rock with your claws and
let see how strong they are' he said and the bird flew and attack the rock and the scratch could be seen but not
deep, he was powerful for a bird, but something was wrong he need to find out what, soon demon arrive and
he chuck the Frisbee again and kept doing so till demon got the hang of it. He train the bird to attack with it
claws and peck and in hope he could get strong and help him control his power better. Soon Archi return and
landed and said 'well I flew around and I didn't hit anyone, why are you training the bird?'
'Well because I can, fly again and this time faster in your true form' he said then Archi turn and said annoyed
'this is an odd way to train'
'well I'm the trainer and this will help you control your wings so you can dodge faster, remember moving
people, be quick' said Charlie and Archi flew off, he didn't have the balance thing down and the bird said 'he
has no balance and to eager'
'yeah, but he still young, he will learn, so will you, now fly up real high and speed down as fast as you can and
the pull up just a centimeter of the ground' said Charlie and the bird flew up high and speed down and demon
ran back and with the Frisbee in his mouth and seen this and the bird just miss the group but smash right into
demon and the bird mouth stuck in the Frisbee. Charlie then pulls the bird and free he and demon said 'my
Frisbee, you made a hole'
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'just control, but bad stopping I found your weakness you can't stop that why you spin around it slow you
down to a stop, you can't stop yourself which after while hurt your wings, less start training. Then carol came
out all bright like she was being shock and she said 'hay look I'm bright, this show trust which will get me far,
how training?'
'Great, demon still needs to learn to aim, and Archi well to be patent and dodge' he said and they heard
screaming from Archi attempt. Then carol look and seen a flock of birds coming and ask 'what? did you head
back?'
'No way, I been here and Archi hasn't' Charlie said protesting.
'no the prince he wants revenge you embarrassed him when you beat him before, he want to take you guys
down to prove he a worthy prince' said the little bird.
'Ok then least take him down' said Archi as he arrived. 'No you're not, there too many and Charlie you and
your creature are in no condition for another fight you shouldn't even be training' complained carol.
'do you think that prince care, demon shoot a powerful dark ray and Archi use your water and psychic to take
control of the ray and lead it to the right direction, together it will be a powerful hit and knock the prince from
the sky and the birds will fly away' said Charlie.
'really?' ask Archi not convince it will work but went along with it and demon power up and shot out his ray
full blast, demon was push back a bit and Archi blasted his water gun and it went around the ray and soon
they merge together and hit the prince straight in the face and as he fell the flock still continue to come.
'They are still coming this why are they still coming?' said Charlie shock and scared.
'No the birds will keep coming till told to turn around or outnumbered' said the bird.
'ok then Archi carry demon over and demon do a power bark and then Archi use your wind power and blow
them away kept going till they all fall or turn around' said Charlie all confident.
'I'm not carrying that flea bag' complained Archi.
'look it training, and if you don't they will come here and we will lose and be unable to move or do anything
for awhile, which mean no training battle and carol making us watch her movies' explain Charlie.
'Fine come on dog' said Archi and pick him up by the collar with his teeth and flew. They watch from a
distance and as the two arrive still keeping there distance, demon did a super bark and knock many from the
sky and then Archi use his wings to blow them away but they keep getting up again and kept coming, the two
grew tired and the pain began to overwhelmed them, as they began to run after the birds who made it pass
them it as shown to be too great for the two to deal with so as Charlie return demon to his badge, Archi dodge
the attack but soon his legs gave up and he fell. As Charlie pick him up carol grab his arm and drag him into
the center for safety as the flock of birds attack the center not giving up until they took revenge for their
prince who just return to the fight not giving up till the three have falling. As they sat inside Archi growled
'you left me, you save that dog but left me to be bird food'
'You had wings and could save yourself, demon didn't beside I can't return you into the badge' explain Charlie.
Then the nurse came and said 'you must leave, the flock want you gone, take your stuff and go and never
come back'. Force out the back, in pain and without care they were force to leave the town as the young prince
and his flock took the town as it own. As they fled some of the flock found them and leaving fringer alone to
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deal with them as Archi couldn't even make a bubble as he ran out of his water power. Being led by the small
bird who shown them where they will be safe from all flocks. As they lost the flocks and hide within the trees
and bushes waiting for time to past when it would be safe to travel. Archi in his pup form lay on the ground
tired and found it impossible to move. Leaving fringer the only fit creature to fight and defend them from
danger, as the young bird told them they are in the clear happy it over the bird stood on the ground resting his
wings while Charlie sat down happy he made it and hoping his stitches didn't break.
Carol annoyed said 'well were banded from a town, what next a city, boat or island, you never think'
'Hay, we did what we thought was right, also that prince had it agents us' said Charlie to his defense tired and
in pain wishing he could just sleep for the rest of his days. As the bird look at Charlie and said 'I would like to
join your team, if I return now my flock would end me, as were not allow to help other who aren't from our
flock, even so I wish to train with you and become stronger so one day I could return and end the fight, I don't
know much only that since I was born I watch many of my flock die in the war, please I know it much but I
know with your help I can became strong'
'why not, I don't see the problem, Archi here only for training who will one day leave, same with demon also I
did get you kick out, sure I will be happy to have you on my team' said Charlie happy as he grab his badge
and the young bird place it wing on it and as the red light came out and took the bird within it. Charlie then
said happy 'yes another member, I would jump for joy if I didn't fear of braking something'
'you know, you should find someone who want to join you, because none of your member are going to stay,
and unless they stay until your dream come true you might find yourself without anyone' said carol
' isn't it know for most stars to join trainer in hope to get stronger, it rare for them to remind by their side
forever, anyway what shall I call our new member come out lotto and demon' called out Charlie, as they came
out of the badge in an red glow demon seen the bird beside him and said 'so the bird join us, I thought that
might happen'
'Yes and I will called you eagle since you look like one, well on my watch anyway' explain Charlie happy
with the name he thought off. Then the bird changed to his true form, he grew taller and shown to be 50cm tall
he was a small plump-bodied bird, his feather turn to brown with tips of cream on his wings. With black
marking around his eyes and a small crest of brown and cream feather above it eyes. In the middle of the
forehead is a black dot his tail was small and had cream underneath.
'Yes eagle it is, eagle the lotto welcome to the team' said Charlie happy.
'Eagle do I get anything? The others have an item I assume that something you give you team' ask eagle.
'Oh, what do bird need, a bandanna or am I have no idea what can birds wear?' said Charlie confused thinking
hard about it.
'Don't worry, I don't need anything, beside I won't be for long just till I'm strong enough' said eagle.
'So how strong do you want to get?' ask Charlie.
'till I'm at third stage, a teen then I should be strong enough to beat them as an baby I'm shown to be quite
strong so as an teen I should have enough to take down the kings' he said and Archi laugh and said smiling 'a
teen?, please that will take years, you're a baby and to grew you must master all your ability and have a bond
with a friend, so when you're a teen you would have an bond which will make it hard to leave, beside we
already have an weakling we don't need any more'
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'Hay, I'm not the one who can't carry a pup, you been training to fly fast for days now and you haven't
improve' complained demon.
'least I can aim' said Archi as they began to argue everyone could see they would start to fight again in fear of
them hurting themselves more return eagle and demon and grab Archi and said 'let get to the next down and
see a doctor as I doubt any of us are fighting fit'.
'Yep and since you came second and third we got enough to last us, if we have free stay at the center' she said.
'that good, let get going' he said and started to run with Archi in his arms forgetting his pain as he rush to the
next town in hope for an comfy bed he can spend the reminder of his days at. Caroline ran after him as they
head to a new town, hoping the next one would be calmer and free from wars. With a new member they were
getting closer to their dream of being champion of star creatures.
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Chapter 9: Hunted
As they travel the three tired and Archi now ft or battle even though Charlie still swore from the last town,
hope to find where he can get his stitches see and everyone wound check. As they walk pass Charlie notice a
mansion that was surround by cops, police cars and dogs. As Charlie stop to look, Archi not really noticing as
he was sleep in Charlie arms tired and still swore, while carol was writing down idea for her next contest she
didn't notice the police. Carol walk into Charlie and woke Archi who fell out of Charlie's arms, annoyed they
both notice the cars and polices, carol ask 'what going on?'
'I think a robber or something let's check it out' said Charlie but was pull back.
'Wait a second, we have to keep going' she said.
'Well still come on carol' he begged and Archi ran over and went to see what going on. Then Charlie ran after
him so carol followed after and as they arrive the owner came out and asks 'are you here to help in stopping
Kendra from stealing my precious star?'
'No, but I would love to help' said Charlie.
'What? Sorry sir but were just beginner so we would get in the way, I'm sure the police are able to protect your
star' she said.
'you're wrong, Kendra a powerful hunter and always get what she want, she almost got him let time, but we
had some luck please help your dog look like a good tracker' said the man all happy, he was in a white suit
and had no hair, he was very rich and was in a lot of panic.
'She after your star creature, carol we must help and stop her' he said happy.
'wait, if he said always, she not going to stop and we have no time to stop a hunter, come on Charlie you are
still injure and we still have injures, we should get to the next town to heal' said Archi.
'He right, Charlie let go now' she said and a big explosion happen and everyone started running and they look
and seen Kendra with a ball in her hand which held the star creature.
Kendra was a young women with short brown and blonde hair and wore navy pants and a blue tank top and
hazel eyes, she look gorgeous, you couldn't stop but stare at her, but many other wanted to stop her, so Charlie
called out 'Archi, demon go and catch her' then demon came out and ran after her in his true forma and Archi
follow in his. Then carol look at him mad and he said 'well I had to help'
'you forgot someone' she said and then Charlie remember and called out eagle to help, he flew after her and
carol then said she was going inside, she wanted to help, but knew no matter what Kendra was going to get
away, she knew all about her, strong and fast and never court and will never give up, it importable to beat her.
Word spread around bout her and it seem almost everyone knows about her. So she though why try and also
fringer was too young and not strong enough to keep up and there was enough creatures out there.
As demon and Archi chase after her with eagle in the sky, as demon found her he howled to let everyone
know where she was, as they met up and stop her demon growled 'stop right there and give up the star'
'You think a few pups will stop me?' she asked in an angelic voice.
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'I'm not a pup, I'm a wolf pup and the great Archi, and I will stop you, I have no idea why' he said then began
to think why he was doing this.
'Your thinking? She a theft, evil' said demon
'I don't really care but a fight a fight' he said then shot out water and attacks her, as she dodge the water she
called out a feator. He was big look like a sparrow bird, huge it could be ridden on, with little claws on its
wing and long beck, with black feathers and spike on it body. Demon said 'we just battle this bird awhile ago,
what next a lotto'. Then eagle came and seen it and attack it head and flew to the front and the feator attack
them using it powerful wings and beck, even though it was an powerful bird, the three mange to stop it from
getting away, stopping Kendra who needed feator to get away. Soon Charlie arrives and called out 'Archi
water spin demon dark ray and eagle gust'. Then they join their powers together and knock feator and then
eagle grab the ball and grave it too Charlie and Archi said 'hard to beat, ha your weak and you can't beat the
great Archi'. Then demon and eagle look at him annoyed that he acted like he did it himself and Kendra
whisper to herself 'Archi' then jump on feator and flew off. Then cops came just as she left, Charlie pass the
ball over and the cop ask 'where she go?'
'She left' he said.
'left, she doesn't leave, she sends more out' then the owner came and grab the ball and hug Charlie and they
ran back to free his creature and as the cops check the area out some of them left while some remind just in
case she returns. Charlie put out his arm and eagle landed on it and they change back to their hidden forms
and demon said 'that was way too easy, if she was the best, why would she give up?'
'No idea, come one guys least get carol and leave' said Charlie. As they headed back and begian to leave they
told carol she too was confused. Kendra would never go unless she had to. Archi thought she was scared of
him but they all knew it some something else. As they walk away from the mansion carol still thinking what
he did was pointless and wasted of time. Charlie didn't care and was happy he could help others, as they went
to take a brake and check on Charlie stitches but before he could see they found themselves being attack by a
gust of wind only to notice Kendra was back.
'What do you want?' called out carol.
'I steal rare and powerful creatures and give it to my master, I travel the world looking and I have found one I
been searching for' she said standing on her feartor.
'What? I have nothing rare or powerful' said Charlie confused.
'that dog Archi, and your other dog, it rare to find one with fur, it less than 0.1% and that Archi could be the
one my master want, you can hand it over or I will take it by force' she said.
'I'm not giving up any of my friends' said Charlie.
'Beside why would I go with you?' ask Archi. Then Kendra jump off and sent feator to attack while she tries
to get Charlie badge which contain demon and eagle. She shown to be a skilled fighter which causes problems
even so Charlie was able to keep her away and defend himself.
Carol called out fringer and told her to attack, hoping all the training she done would pay off, even so she
shown be weak compare to Archi and feator.
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'Archi watch out!' called out Charlie and Archi was about to be hit, then Kendra called out anther creature it
was a unikey. Bear like creature that Charlie and Archi first battle together, just as strong and powerful as the
one in the forest. As fear arises in Charlie as he remembers it he said 'great she has the stars that hate us'. Than
Archi ran and attack unikey, as demon and eagle appear they went after the feator, even so she didn't show
any sign of giving up. The battle was harsh and Charlie has to watch all his stars and keep Kendra from taking
them away. Most of the time he was in the fight pushing them out of Kendra ray which trap them. As it seem
like Archi and demon were going to go, Charlie called out 'eagle twister'. Then eagle got enough wind and
made a massive twister, a move that would take years to master, but eagle had enough air around him to pull it
off. As it blew feator away into the unikey, Archi got away and return to Charlie side, while Kendra move out
of the twister away. As eagle made another twister Archi join in helping, as the twister grew and began to
move, demon super his super bark and push them into the twister that carried them away. Kendra look as they
blew far away and said 'I will get them even if it takes me forever' then ran off. As they were happy it was
over demon and Archi walk over only to hear eagle scream and started glowing white. As carol said in joy 'he
growing up to his new form.
'He growing, to a kid' said carol. Then eagle grow into a 1.5m bird he look more of an eagle, he had a long
crest that reaches his back that was now dark brown with a blue ribbons near his neck which are arm like, as
his wing grew to suit his body. His tail was longer and curl near the end as flow in the wind he was unable to
move it as no bones were in it. With little Egyptian marking near his eye and with a brown and white chest, he
had a black circle on it forehead. Eagle had now became an kid becoming prouder and stronger, flying into the
air to test his wings he wasn't use to the ribbons that clung to his skin, he soon learn he was able to move it as
they became like whips as he could move it and make them grew longer and shorter at will. As he got use to
his wings he said in joy as his voice change to an kid voice 'I'm a kid, yes now a step closer to my goal' then
flew to Charlie but due to not being use to his new wings he didn't relies he faster making stopping harder for
him, so he smash into Charlie knocking him over. Even so they were happy and Charlie hug eagle in joy.
Demon smiled as he wag his tail said 'yeah, were next'
'Not till we master our powers, he was a baby so it easy for him' said Archi.
'I'm a baby too' said demon.
'Well it seems that bird is smarter and learn faster than you' said Archi.
'He been fighting all his life, I was just trying to survive I never had to us my powers until Charlie come'
growled demon.
'What float your boat' said Archi and turn to a pup again and walk over to Charlie as eagle flew around
playing and messing around he then flew over to carol and sat on her head.
'I told you not to go to the site now your been hunted down' complain carol.
'Hay, it not my fault demon has fur and Archi, is him, it will be fun, beside we beat her twice' said Charlie
fixing his hat and his bandages.
'lucky, first time she left so she could get us, now she know what creatures we have, she could be planning
something or attack us in our sleep' said carol worried.
'True but, come on, she one girl with two creatures we have four who get stronger everyday' he said happy.
'I think you should listen to the girl, she right' said eagle and started to rub his head on her face.
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'Eag your turning on me?' ask Charlie shock of what just happen.
'I always side with the lady' he said and started hanging around carol. The three stared and Archi said 'before
he was more into training now he side with carol he never care about her'.
'Well they say you change when you age, I guess he into girl now' said demon.
'He a kid teen are into girls while kids want to play right, I'm not ready for a teen or the talk' said Charlie
worried and began to freak out.
'So what, he an kid who has side with girls, just return him and be down with it, let go' said Archi not really
caring or see the problem. As Charlie return demon and eagle they began to head out once again worried
about what going to happen in the future as he has no idea how to raise teenagers yet. While carol just tired to
calm him down but had no luck.
Not so far away Kendra was standing on a cliff watching them, pull out a phone as she open it an image
appear of an men sitting down with grey hair, he ask annoyed 'did you get the prize?'
'No, but I found something better, something I never thought we would find' she said
'What is it?' he asks all calm.
' there two, you hared of damion, I found one with fur, just a baby but already has the power to use dark ray
and is fighting at a kid level normally damion don't learn dark move till kid or teen' Kendra said then
downloaded images of demon.
Where the man was at his office looking at a huge screen which shrunk Kendra image and a bigger picture
came of demon uses dark ray and it kept changing and it soon stop and his picture was spinning slowing
showing every inch of him and writing went around him telling you how powerful and every information she
got about him.
'this is impossible, the fur damion are meant to be extinct, for one to appear is impossible, he the last of its
kind and to use dark power show he more link to the first litter of damions' he said amazed as he look at the
picture and reading everything she had on him.
'the other one is a creature everyone though died year ago, I'm unsure if it cross or was created in some
experiment but there an good change he might be the real one' she said and brought out Archi images and
videos. As information went up the men was surprise he couldn't believe his eyes and said 'in all my time
researching them I never thought he would be real, the star who save his kind and send them to earth, Archi
the one who says it the child of gods, your job is to watch over them and if this is Archi you must bring him to
me at all cost also for the damion I want you to watch it and when you get a chance catch it, but for now get
me that star I have a customer waiting'. He then hung up on her while reading the information and looking at
the videos.
Kendra look at them for a distance then ran back to get the other star before she head out to watch over the
two.
'Charlie you need to take this seriously, I been reading and Kendra going to get them, at first she study them to
find a weakness then attack, are you listing?' said carol annoyed that Charlie doesn't care about Kendra or
seem to be worried.
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'Look, she might be famous but Archi and demon are getting stronger and so is eagle, soon they will be able to
beat her and then eventually after a lot of loses she will leave' said Charlie.
'no, she won't, look she want demon and Archi and she will do whatever it take to get them even take you life,
Charlie demon is the last fur damion and Archi could be the star who brought all the star creature to earth'
explain carol, jumping in front of him.
'carol, I think I would remember saving the lives of thousand beside she can't take me, I hang with who I want
and I will not work for anyone else so if I am taken I will just brake away' said Archi sitting on Charlie
shoulder.
'Fine, don't say I didn't warn you, before we had to the next town do you think you can train me to fight better'
begged carol.
'Sure come on out demon while I'm at it I can train too' said Charlie then carol grab fringer and hug her tight
and said 'no way, that dog is not touching my fringer, he will kill her'
'he won't, we won't use the full power and we will go easy, ok ready' said Charlie.
'What am I going to do? watch I want to fight' complained Archi.
'You're too strong and beside you don't need training, just watch and give pointers, ready' said Charlie then
Archi jump off and sat down watching them with his ears half flop down. As the battle began, Fringer shot out
lighting while trying to hit demon who dodge her attacks before he jump into the air, as the lightning bolt
went to get him, he did an super bark that push the lighting away which went back and shock fringer who was
then hit by his bark.
'You said you would go easy' complained carol as she ran over to fringer.
'That was, look if you kept mothering her, she want be able to protect her' said Charlie. Then as demon landed
he sat down wagging his tail.
'hay fringer, use wool to absorb the lighting attack, and don't just attack, use everything around you to fight
back just relying on your thunder attack' said Archi trying to give advised, he didn't give any to demon not
because there none to give but Archi didn't want to help him or care if he got hurt.
'Ok ready?' ask Charlie and carol step back and fringer nodded. Both off them turn into the true forms for
more power and demon growled. Then the fight began and demon ran over, but in fear Fringer ran away
shocking demon if he got to close. Annoyed demon did his super bark which send fringer flying, in fear she
shot out lighting which hit demon. Even though it hit him hard he shocks it off like it nothing. As he ran after
fringer, he tried to confused her as he change the direction he was going, as she stop to figure out where he
was going to attack. Demon jump and bit into her wool trying to reach her skin but before he reach, he was
shock. Releasing her he jump up and shot out a dark ray which send her flying,
'Fringer' called out carol in fear as she ran after her. Demon started coughing out wool saying 'that wasn't a
smart idea'
'No but funny' said Archi and began to laugh as demon try to get rid of the taste off wool and get it out his
mouth. Soon someone walk over and lend on the tree as he hid in the shadow and said 'well it look, like little
char has finally got himself a star, sad it a baby'. Than Charlie turn and knew who it was, as he came from the
shadow, Kyle stood there proud and next to him was Bruce.
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'Kyle what are you doing here? I thought you would be miles away by now' ask Charlie.
'No, I had to do something important so I'm heading to beat the second contender, what about you, lost again?'
said Kyle.
'no I already won and got my badge, now I'm heading to the next and yes I have a new stars, I have three now
you?' ask Charlie all happy about what he has and knowing he got more badges then him.
'One, but Bruce is enough he could beat your entire weakling in a heartbeat' said Kyle all stuck up.
'What? Your fur ball couldn't beat a worm, look kid, I have beating more creatures and face powerful and
made it plus won, so don't think that dog can beat me, even that wimp here could beat that mutt' complain
Archi mad that something think he weak.
'Oh look it the creature that you calm to be yours where it owner, there she is' he said.
'Hay, you must be Kyle, the guy from before, I'm carol and this is fringer' said carol happy.
'that weirdo not my owner I don't have one, I have an partner Charlie and that before was a misunderstanding,
Charlie wanted her to join so I try to act loving, but really I hate everyone, beside Charlie' explain Archi.
Carol was insulted but said nothing knowing she didn't want to get involved.
'then prove it, less battle and see who has the better creature, Bruce come' said Kyle and Bruce came over and
demon got up and Archi step forward and said 'I will battle him, this isn't just a match it more than that, so
stay back dog let me handle it'. Demon understood and stays back, as they made room for the battle Archi
change into his true form and let his wings out, while Bruce howled, his body began to glow as he change into
his true form.
He was still full black but had two horns on his forehead and one on his nose with bat wings and a thin tail.
He had little fang coming out his mouth. He look very evil and full of power as carol put her watch agents him
and she read 'kota, a dog that said to be breed for the underworld, aggressive and it known someone of them
are all talk, when young they shown to be friendly but when they grow they became aggressive and if not train
they are very dangerous as they only obey the one who train them when they are pups'
Hearing it Charlie worried but Archi said 'you're a Kota; this is going to be fun, let get the match started'
'You're going down mutt, and you will wish you never open your mouth and talk trash about me or my master'
said Bruce in a harsh tone.
'That what wrong with you dogs, master seriously' said Archi then the battle started, at first they attack with
their fangs and claws. After awhile they began to use their true power, Bruce using his thunder powers, as
Archi dodges them knowing as he a water type his attack would be more painful and could easy take him out.
As he use his psychic powers to keep the lighting away as he control them. Archi only use his water powers
when he could. Archi never once got hit but neither did Bruce as it shown Bruce is faster than Archi and if it
wasn't for his psychic powers he would have lost. Even so Archi never gave up and tried his best but after
awhile using his psychic power took its toll as he grew tired. Before long Archi was hit, Charlie the called out
'Archi try your water'. Archi understood what he meant and ran up to Bruce and shot out a powerful blast of
water that hit Bruce who uses his lighting which not only shock Archi but himself as well, but due to Bruce
being soak he got hit more than Archi.
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The two was blasted away from each other and Charlie ran and court Archi, who got up and flew into the sky
along with Bruce. Now they battle in the air, with all their strength and speed. Archi was faster than Brice in
the sky due to his training
As they battle tackling each other and Kyle and Charlie shouted out commands, Bruce follow them all while
Archi follow some, or use his idea and change it to suit what going on. As Bruce hit Archi hard with lighting
an Archi then started to fall, Charlie called out 'Archi!' as he woke from his slumber he shot back and
powerful blast of water that hit the lighting Bruce had shot which was absorb by the water and hit Bruce's
wing. As his wig gave in he fell from the sky crashing into the ground. As Archi stop himself from falling he
stood on the ground and waited to see if Bruce is still able to fight. As Bruce got up he look at his wing
knowing he can't fly anymore had to rely on his feet. Archi took this chance and bolted over and stab Bruce's
neck with his fangs. As Bruce run around and roll over trying everything he can to shake him off. But Archi
refuse to rely his grip. Even with the bolt of lightning going with Archi he refuses to rely. After awhile Bruce
stop and his leg gave in, Archi relies his grab and felt proud only to rely his leg had giving up on him. Falling
next to Bruce. The two tried to get back up but there body refuses to move. Charlie rush over and pick Archi
up who change back to his pup form, while Kyle walk over and seen Bruce in his pup form struggling to get
up.
Kyle unhappy his was first to fall but happy that it was a draw, see in battle the winning is the one still
standing and in there form they both change at the same time and both fell.
Charlie tried to wake Archi up with his voice as he held him like a baby. Archi waking up tired ask 'did I beat
that dam pup?'
'It was a tie, but you did great, you withstand a lot of electricity, plus that was the longest you stay in the air
without crashing' said Charlie happy.
'I lost' said Archi upset then he jump down and seen Bruce get up and Archi growled 'next time you're going
down, your just lucky this time if I still wasn't swore from all the battles before you would have lost'
'No you're lucky and next time we meet your dog food' said Bruce.
'am I, least that better than being nothing, next time I will beat you so bad that you go to the afterlife' said
Archi.
'I guess we both were tired from battle before hand, I guess next time we battle it will be when there both are
fighting fit' said Kyle.
'of cause and next time you're going down, you able to walk Archi?' ask Charlie.
'no by I can fly' said Archi rubbing it in that he could fly while Bruce wing was badly injured that he couldn't
move it. What they both learn is that Archi is the king of the sky; nothing can bring him down, unless he takes
you down with him. Saying there byes, they left, Archi jump onto Charlie shoulder too tired to walk but didn't
want Bruce to see it.
'So you loss, what happen to being unbeatable?' said demon being all smart mouth.
'well, I didn't lose, it was a tie and even so you still can beat me' said Archi then demon snarl 'oh yeah' then
the two started to fight as he jump down, so Charlie grab Archi and tried to brake it up while Carol watch, as
return fringer into her badge to give her a brake. She knew that even if Archi and demon hate each other least
they have some respect for one another even if it only small. He just hopes that one day they will become
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friends or stop fighting. Even though they all knew it was impossible.
Far in the distance Kendra had watch the fight as she video it and send it to her master and he said 'well it
seem he could be the young Archi and even after that battle he still manages to move and fight again, he could
be the one I'm looking for'.
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Chapter 10: Trouble in the City
The group finally made it to the city late at night, tired they went straight to the center to sleep, asking for a
free stay the group sleep on the conch, hoping that no one would sit on them like before.
As carol woke up and look around and seen Archi and demon sleeping on the conch and eagle sleeping on the
arm rest, all clueless to the world around them. Carol then relies Charlie wasn't here in panic she stood up and
looks around only to find a note on the table. As she read it furious to what she read, shouted out 'What?'
waking up the others, as eagle move to see what was going on he fell to the ground which woke Archi woke
up annoyed as he look around and seen demon yawning away, wondering why he was out ask 'what up with
the yelling? I was sleeping and why are these idiots out?'
'Charlie gone, he had to do something and left me to baby sit, he didn't even ask' complained carol.
'He left, without me, well I can see how much he values our partnership' said Archi insulted.
'How could he leave? We're a team he my master he has to be here' ask demon upset.
'He gone, when will he be coming back?' ask eagle flying around.
'He said he will call when he back at the center, well fine then, I'm getting wash you guys stay here' she said
then grab her stuff and went to get wash up.
The other sat there and wondering what to do then as Carol came out all clean and dress to see that all of them
were gone, as she started to panic and ask everyone if they seen them but no, scared of what could had happen
grab her things and rush out. As she called out fringer for help, she ran around asking everyone and calling out
there names. As she found them all together she rush over and shouted 'I told you to stay I been looking
everywhere for you'
'We were hungry and beside, I listen to no one and if Charlie not around then there no reason I should be here'
said Archi and ran off.
'Come back, Archi' called out Carol.
'I'm only loyal and listen to Charlie, if you say stay I won't, lately I've been too nice I need to get my edge
back, call when Charlie back' said demon and ran off.
'What, Call? Guys come back!' she called out confused and annoyed.
'I would stay and do what you say, since I show great respect in girls but I do bore of the same girl, I'm going
to find another' said eagle and flew off and Carol kept calling but they didn't came back.
'what was that idiot thinking leaving me with such untrained or uncaring creature, why didn't he take them'
she cried then walk off as she knew there was no way they were going to give her the time of day, she gave up
and just did what she wanted to do.
Archi watching from above as he walk on the roof tops, searching for pray, he thought since Charlie not
around he can return back to his old ways and hunt down his pray and fight anyone he meets. To him the city
was his playground with no one holding him back he did what he wanted and care about no one else. While
demon explore the ground, looking for some pray, trying to dig deep for his inner hunter, thinking he became
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too much of an house pet, he felt he needed to know what it like to be in the wild and rely on himself and see
if he has what he takes.
Eagle just flew around stealing food and meeting new birds and finding out what happening in the world,
while also watching the girls.
Carol spend her days at the salon and buying new things, she wanted to spend the day as a girl and enjoy the
city life before heading back into the woods, soon she got a call for Charlie, a message saying he coming back
and be here in an hour and he has something to show everyone. As she finishes reading in panic she rush out
to find them worried about what would happen if Charlie return to see there not here. Hoping the three are OK
and without injuries she then she remember that Kendra still out there, as she though more and more she
bolted around calling out to them in fear of what could happen, and how she ever get Charlie to forgive her.
She found demon and Archi many times many time but her voice never reach them nor keep up with them.
Demon was having too much fun exploding and attacking all those around him, some people already
complained and chase demon down the street. Archi not caring about others just hunted down anyone and has
already hunted down eagle and almost eat him. Eagle wasn't happy about it and even complains but Archi just
said 'you maybe in the team but not my pack, because of that you're fair game when Charlie not around and I
will hunt whatever and if he asks you ran away'. Than Archi left to hunt another. He soon went to the ground
and found demon that was chasing some wild cats.
'Such a dog' said Archi.
'I been chasing and hunting all creatures and haven't lost' said demon.
'it doesn't matter how many battle you take and how much you win, you will never beat me so get out my way
or you will became my lunch' he said and push him out the way.
'You're not the boss or the top creature, you haven't won agents me yet so don't start acting like your all that
when we all know you couldn't win anything if Charlie was giving you orders' said demon and Archi turn and
growled 'fine then let battle and who ever lose will leave the group' he growled as demon agree the two went
straight into it, using all their strength not holding back, treating it as there last match. Not caring who in their
way or who get hurt. As Archi shot out his powerful water gun, demon shot out his dark ray as they hit a huge
explosion hit, as everyone around got harm. As eagle and carol rush over and found them, wondering what to
do, Carol at first tried to stop them and if everyone got involve they ended out being attack. Carol didn't want
anyone to think she was there trainer or was looking after them, in fear of having to pay or being arrested.
Watching the two battle hard and taking every hit, they were both powerful but Archi was stronger and had
more experiences in battle, even so demon didn't care he knew if he lost he would have to leave. Ignoring the
pain soon fringer got involve shocking them both, as the stop and seen fringer in rage they went to attack only
to be stop by eagle he stop them from moving. Archi annoyed at them knock eagle away and attack both
fringer and eagle with his water gun, later chasing them, as the three ran away demon follow behind.
As carol turn back she notices all three of them have vanished once again, the three hated one another and
wanted to end the other life and without Charlie around no one could stop them. in fear of another fight she
was about to rush to find them only to stop when she ran into Charlie whom look at her confused but smiled
saying 'hay carol, sorry about today, something came so I had to go, I can't tell you what but I did get these, it
a thank for taking care of the three, a grooming kit for fringer so you don't have to spend money at an salon all
the time, I got one also, I have other stuff too so where are they anyway?'. He started to look around and carol
explain 'thanks am they are at the center you know laying down relaxing, I was just going back, they were
tired still'
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'that odd but let go back, I heard there wild stars fighting, at first I thought they were mine, in fear that you
couldn't control them, but I guess I was wrong' he said happy about it as he smiled away as he walk to the
center, he was happy they listen to her. Carol smiled and acted like everything was fine, worrying about what
Charlie going to say when he find out it was his who was bring destruction to the city. She just hope fringer
could find them and bring them back before Charlie reach the center. As they reach the center as he was about
to enter carol stop and said as she tried to stop him from entering 'why should we wake them? I mean they're
tired and Archi hate it when he woken up, why don't we go and have some lunch? As you must be hungry
from your travels'
'true I am hungry but so are the others, but I guess if they're tired I should leave them, even so I should put my
bags away also I have stuff I want to show them' said Charlie thinking about it but decide he wanted to wake
them up.
'No! I'm really hungry' she said as she began to pull him away.
'Are you hiding something?' he asks getting confused and worried about what she was hiding. Carol knowing
he going to find out no matter what said in tears 'I'm sorry they wouldn't listen to me and ran off and soon they
started fighting and I sent fringer after them but they won't come back'
'I see, you could of said that from the beginning, I had a feeling they weren't so I was going to bring them but
they wouldn't like it and would have just been bored, but I thought as least eagle would listen' he explain and
than he whistle it was loud and as he stop they heard a bird cry as they look and seen eagle who landed on
chorale's arm and after him was demon and Archi who rush over and as demon sat down and Archi jump on to
Charlie shoulder knocking eagle away who was force to stand on the ground.
'Where you go? You left us with the girl? Ask Archi mad
'I wanted to give you some bonding time, also I got you some gift but since you tried to kill each other,
destroy some of the city and didn't listen to carol so I decide not to give you anything, it a shame I got demon
an new collar, Archi some food that make you stronger and for eagle something to wear, it ashamed I will
have to get rid of them, now go get heal' explain Charlie annoyed at them.
'What?' they all said mad and confused.
'It was that fish fault he started the fight' growled demon.
'Yeah he tried to eat me, blame him it all Archi fault' shouted eagle.
'Yes blame me it all my fault, it not going to change a thing, Charlie knows what I'm like and know full well I
will attack anyone who annoys me, I hate everyone and it not going to change' explain Archi not denying's his
fights.
'Archi stop being an pain and if you ever do harm any of them you will be in a lot of trouble, now go and get
heal or you will be without lunch and dinner' said Charlie putting his foot down after hearing his words the
three rush away to get heal while Charlie annoyed had no idea what he was going to do with them. Carol
surprised asked 'how did you do that?'
'Simple they love food more than anything plus the whole gift thing was an lie, I knew they were going to be a
pain so I lie, it an punishment, I just wanted to show them my new badge case and the training tips I got, I still
have no idea what to give eagle' he explain and left to the room to leave the stuff after taking some time acting
like he sold it. Carol was surprise that he thought of that, she knew that Charlie was the right trainer for the
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three, as the three are an odd bunch, knowing if she told them off they would have turn on her while Charlie
was able to say whatever he want to them and they never attack or didn't anything agents him. Showing the
three does respect him even if at time they didn't act it.
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Chapter 11: Improving one trust
Reaching a new town were Charlie wish to train harder and get stronger before his next match, challenging
anyone he see with an Star he soon forget the whole reason why they came to this one place. As he rush away
from carol who had to spend her time searching for him, due to Charlie rash thinking he causing trouble and
forget to take a brake and even at one stage to even eat. As Charlie and his friend didn't like the feeling of
tying with his rival Kyle and despite their training never felt they are ready as if they couldn't beat him how do
they expect to beat others. As Carol finally found Charlie collapsed on a bench with eagle, Archi and demon
lying on the ground too tired to move. Annoyed she said 'guys I told you to take a break, tomorrow my contest
is going to start and I need a training partner, my battle skill are still bad and you promise to help me'
'sorry, but that battle with Kyle still bugs me, I mean I vow to myself to never lose to him and we tied we
never tie it ether I win or he loses tying is horrible it, it's wrong the reason it happen was because we haven't
been training, we haven't learn how to master their abilities I been focus on using only the one I know instead
of learning the others' explain Charlie annoyed at himself
'I understand but baking down on your promise it worst then losing an match, Charlie there going to be time
you lose or tie and it great your trying to improve but you need to take a break before you all hurt yourself'
said carol looking down at the three collapse on the floor, moving hurt for them they push them selves to there
limits it was suprising they lasted as long as they did.
'i will take them to the center first where they can relax while they get better I will help you in any way I can,
it time for battle training lesson number one' said Charlie as he smiled
'one? But I already know the basic' ask Carol confused
'there more to a battle then strength, and when I watch the contest last time it shown to be more about trust
and how well you take care of your Stars, you and fringer do have an great bond but it a mother and daughter
bond you need to make it bigger, and to do that you need trust' explain Charlie
'But we already trust one another' growled carol confused
'in a battle you and your Star need to trust one another same with training as you are giving them commands,
so they need to trust you completely or they would ether run away or disobey, fringer isn't scared to fight, she
just doesn't want to fail you, like a child who doesn't want to make it parent made, so you need to brake that
bond and fond an even stronger on, or she will never be able to win the matches alone, she need to trust you
not as a parent but as an friend that way she will be able to do anything knowing full well if she fails you
won't be mad or blame yourself' explain Charlie as he got up he return Demon and eagle and pick up Archi
who was in a deep sleep, unaware on what happing in the world.
'So what your saying is, that fringer doesn't need a mother but an friend, this why she will have confident, why
don't I just train and work hard till I master it?' ask carol confused
'let put it in another why, image your mother and best friend coming with you so an huge competition and
they are calling out to you, how would you feel, with having your mother there add pressure or would your
friend, and if you failed how would you feel, I know when I fail at something I hate my mother finding out but
my friend I don't care' he explain and walk off, heading to the center where he left them as they went out the
back for training.
'So carol what do you want to do?' ask Charlie
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'I want to form an bond a strong one, one that will help fringer, I don't want her to feel pressure' explain carol
'ok, call her out and tell her, you need to talk to her as an friend and not mother her, if she get hurt don't rush
to her side and cuddle her, it might sound cruel but she need to be able to defend herself and do things alone,
friends don't smother each other, so call her out and tell her she need to understand why because if you do it
without telling her she might think you hate her' explain Charlie as he sat down and started eating.
As Carol called fringer out and explain what going to happen for now on, that she not going to mother her and
want to be her close and trusted friend. Fringer at first didn't understand but soon she did and as they fix it,
they began special training as carol try different moves and training as they ran around the place and even
climb, getting away from the comfy and pampered life, as they needed to learn to do thing on their own and
fringer needed to learn that she can do things and not worry about how other would think. As the three returns
and watch they train. Charlie explain to them what happing while they understood Archi believe that even if
they manage to do it won't change a thing as habit can't just be broken in one day.
As night fell and the contest was about to start, as Charlie and the three waiting in the sits, hoping she was be
ok, as Charlie watch his stars making sure they didn't use their abilities to aid in her contest like last time. As
it began one by one, people enter with their Stars and show of their power and beauty, showing the trick they
made and the skill. Watching they could see the difference from last time, as they gave it their all, with no
flaws or mistakes. It was hard to turn away but Charlie was worried about carol as she might not be able make
it as she hasn't been focus on her training due them as she was focus on keeping him out of trouble then on her
own training. As carol appeared with fringer, Charlie cheer one while Archi sat refusing to pay a attention
while demon didn't see the point and was stuck with keeping an eye on Eagle who keep flying away annoying
others. Carol looking at everyone hope they could pull it off. Using her lighting skills and speeds she tried to
show off her beauty and speed, and use the lighting to make her wool shine as it hit it. Carol really didn't have
a plan like last time she decides to just go with the flow and see what happens. As she finish and everyone
was done they begain to say the result to that would make it to the next round, watching everyone was on their
seat and only 10 of them pass. As the names were announce carol watch from the back stage not taking her
eyes of the screen. As she just made it in she just 'for joy, full of excitement she couldn't believe, even I she
only just made it, she didn't care she was once step closer to winning her ribbon. As the next round was about
to being she made sure fringer was at her best, looking healthy and groom she hopes she would pass the next
round as it won't be as easy as last time. As the ten contestants appeared on stage with their partners with a
nurse and judge looking over the star creature, just like any show they look at how well groom and healthy
they look and the bond between them and there partner. As Carol was up as nervous as she was she put her
trust in fringer and knew what ever happen they did their best. As she calm down and the test was over they
look on the scream to see how had past. As the picture show up one by one, with only four who remind carol
picture was shown and in excitement she jump for joy and hug fringer was they were happy they made it to
the last round. The one round she struggles with battles. Unlike normal battle they had to show off one beauty
as if they get hit or their moves show of no beauty or even stop they lose points. And once it reaches zero they
lose or if there Star I knock out. You had to think quick and come up with different idea of how to show of the
grace and beauty of your star. It something Archi couldn't do as he all about strength and power. As Carol
appear with fringer and went to the match agents a skilled and beautiful cat like bird. As it began the cat was
graceful and dodges the entire move like they were nothing. No one could take there eye of it, which put
fringer in a bad position as she wasn't graceful and was unable to land a hit. Carol had no idea what to do, as
she told fringer to stop and wait for an attack. As the cat attack, fringer tried her best to dodge but she was fast
and unable to keep up. As Charlie watch Archi and the other making sure they don't do anything. As Carol
struggled to think of idea, she then called out thunder bolt, as fringer shot out thunder everywhere, as the cat
dodge the thunder bolts but they keep moving around it was hard for it to dodge the attack or get close making
a force field. It soon was hit and as the cat stop moving Carol then called out 'now tackle' as fringer rush over
as fast as she could and tackle the cat who went flying, as it look to be over time ran out and as they all look to
see the if it was still standing. As carol hope it fall and fringer stood strong as she force her body to stand
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despite how tired she was. As the cat stood up and shock it fur and smiled ready for more. As they look at the
point to notice that carol only just lost by a few. Despite her lost she knew it wasn't fringer fault and as she
bend down to her height and said 'well done girl even if we didn't win least we gave it our all'
'Sorry carol' said fringer upset. As she hug her they left the stage as they were in the changing room. Charlie
arrive with the others and said that was a good battle carol, you almost won but time wasn't on your side'
'Thanks Charlie I guess I need to train more everyone here was so skill I guess I got too confident' explain
carol
'What do you expect you never did much training, all you done is groom' growled Archi
'These people train and work hard to make it, you only just started' said demon
'carol losing don't make you a loser you just need to learn from your mistake the reason you had it hard was
because you having found fringer fighting style, that star you battle use it speed and reliability to win while
fringer had no idea how to react, so you and fringer just need to find your style' explain Charlie smiling
'What your then?' ask fringer
'Charlie's is random, unexpected, he doesn't think he just react and come up with random ways and ideas,
while we are stuck trying to understand him' explain eagle upset to how he fight
'What? I believe that no matter if you're the underdog or whatever as long as you have courage and idea you
can't lose, plus I just say random idea that come in my head, so you can say my style is impulse' said Charlie
thinking about it.
'I wonder what mine is?' ask carol worried
'that what so fun about training and journey you can to learn a lot about yourself and learn new things' said
Charlie smiling then pick up demon and hug him Archi growled and jump on his shoulder and push him down
and growled 'don't touch mutts'
'You fish, how the hell am I a mutt? Your one too' growled Demon annoyed
'Hay, didn't you hear I'm the great Archi, I'm a pure star not some mutt like you' said Archi look at him from
above
'That just an guess you could be a cross like me, as there no mark' growled demon
'some don't get there till teen or adult any way Charlie let go, we have more badges to get' said Archi and pull
his hair trying to turn him. As he complain and tried to remove Archi from his shoulder, Carol grab her things
and went to her stuff as they headed out to their next town on their next journey to reach their dreams. As
carol thought about what her style is and what she should do to improve. Watching Charlie as he walk ahead
talking to Archi thinking up new idea. She then relies that this whole time she hasn't been thinking about her
own journey but has been watching his, following him she forgot about her own dream. She then relies that if
she was going to reach her own dream she had to rely on herself and get serious. With her determination
growing, she rushes ahead ready to take anything on, putting her dream first. With fringer out running after
her they begin there training.
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Chapter 12: Hidden abilites
As they reach a new town, Charlie looking forward to the match, full of spirit he rush to around trying to find
out where the contender is and what star creature he had. As Carol found him she walk over and ask 'are you
sure you ready?'
'Yes there heal and ready for anything, I heard he really tough and is known for his way of batting I can't wait'
said Charlie excited
'I didn't mean healthy ways, he really tough not many have beaten him, why don't we skip him and go to
another' explain carol worried
'No way if we leave then we will have to come back later, let just battle him now' growled Archi annoyed
'carol every contender is hard but the harder ones are though who battle the elite, to became a contender you
have to ether be giving the title by the elite who think your worthy or pass the test, this guy beaten two of the
elite but lost to the creature of the sun Skyrex who is the second strong star creature known off, so he going to
a strong fight but it means nothing, it true demon and Archi are both at a baby stage while eagle a child and
his might be adult but that doesn't mean I should give up' explain Charlie
'so you're going to battle even if it mean losing, you're so stupid has the winning struck your own made you
over confident isn't it better to train and get stronger before battling though greater' explain carol annoyed and
worried about Charlie
'no, every contender going to be hard and none of my battle have been easy, I train every day with I believe
they can win, it not that I think I can't lose as I know I might but isn't losing better then not trying, as if I battle
agents him then I will know, as where to improve, I'm not afraid of losing but I just don't want to give up I
gave up to many time so now I'm going to tried no matter what' explain Charlie as he held onto Archi. Archi
could fell he was scared and know it was going to be hard but also know he believe in them or he wouldn't
enter the battle so easy.
'So even if you lose, you're just going to challenging him again until you win?' ask carol
'Yes, if I lose I will train and improve' said Charlie smiling Archi didn't believe he would lose but by watching
them they knew he was a strong trainer. As they headed over to the forest where a men stood was Charlie
walk over and said 'I'm Charlie Michel I'm here to challenge the contender'
'and he will accept that if you pass the test, the test is to find him, he in the forest it where he live if you can
find his home then you can challenge him take as long as you want but if you leave the forest you lose' he
explain
'A test I accept, I will find him carol you going to come or stay behind?' ask Charlie confident
'I'm coming I have to be there to see your first lose after all, I'm curious to how Archi would react' said carol
as she look at Archi who growled at her as he sat in Charlie arms. As they enter the forest walking around it
was a difficult task to find his home the forest was huge and everything look the same it was easy to get lost
and carol knew why he was a hard man to beat as finding him was hard enough.
'Charlie do you even know where you are going?' ask carol scared as she stuck close hearing noise as she was
completely lost she had no idea how to even get back
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'I told you I grew up near a forest I know all about it, if you live within a forest it best to live neat food and
water so we just find water and there a chance he nearby' explain Charlie looking around
'And how do you plan to find water?' ask carol
'using Archi would be smart along with eagle but doing that would tired them out, it going to be a hard battle
so I'm going to rely on myself, where water is more life would be near so listing to the noise and how much
life the plants have' he explain walking ahead. Following behind them they found water and as Charlie look
around he said 'food that way so his home should be right over there'
'You sure?' ask carol not convince
'Unlike you city people it easy for us to find our way through the forest, Archi can you smell any humans?'
ask Charlie
'Yes he behind the tree' said Archi sniffing the air as they walk forward he appeared from the shadows and ask
'how is it you found me within an hour when others take hours maybe even days?'
'I remember being told if you in the forest find shelter near water and food, it will be easier to survive then
being far away, while many think to find shelter in the safest place or away in case of wild creature' explain
Charlie
'since you found me, I accept your challenge, the rules are simple if you beat me once you win if I beat you
once I win, the whole forest is the battle field and you can change your creature whenever you wish but you
have only ten seconds to switch' he explain
'I see it an survival match, picking an star to suit the area and who you're facing and the trainer has to know if
there creature can still fight or not' explain carol
'Sound fun, I never image a battle like that, it sound awesome' said Charlie full of excitement. As Archi jump
to the ground and look at the men saying 'I can't wait'
'a confident creature with an confident trainer, I wonder how long it will remind' he said and started to move
to an open area, Charlie commented 'I know there a chance I will lose but you have to at least believe you can
win or you would have already giving up, ok demon you're up' as demon appear from an red light he look
around and notice where he was, looking he seen an cat appear it was white with yellow lines around it. The
cat was tall and slender putting his watch up he read it was resha a light cat, known for it speed it very
difficult to find as it able to hide within sunlight. 'so light agents dark, both weak agents each other but it seem
resha has the advantage, but I trust demon' said Charlie and as the guy smile he then turn and ran as the cat
follow Charlie and demon chase after commanding demon to use super bark but he found it hard to attack and
run at the same time, trying to keep up demon soon focus on trying to get as close as he could before attacking
as they rush forward resha shot out a light ray. Demon dodge it just in time but was thrown far behind as the
two court up they arrive in an open area, as he return resha and call out an huge blue bird with body made of
clear ice. Returning demon he called out eagle that flew into the sky and as Charlie look at the bird surprise to
see a bird made of ice.
' Isn't she beautiful made from ice that can withstand the hottest of heat, she graceful and powerful nothing
can break it skin and it body is so cold no one can touch it without the cold sensation or freezing' he explain
watching his bird
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'but everything has a weakness, eagle twister' called out Charlie as eagle made a huge twister the ice bird
made an icy wind that froze the air freezing the twister as it fell and smash into the ground. Before eagle could
reacted the bird flew over attacking him with it sharp claws and peck, fighting back eagle felt the sheer cold,
keeping his wings away as he tried to get away. Braking free Charlie tried to think of away to attack.
Watching eagle trying to get away, Charlie had to think any of eagle move wouldn't work, thinking he soon
watch eagle and notice something about him, Charlie then called out 'whip' confused eagle figure out his
words and use the ribbon he had attach to his body to attack, since it has no feeling he could use it, as it hit the
ice bird eagle felt no cold and as it froze it became harder and stronger. As he wrap the ribbon around the bird
and carried him close to the ground he throw it to the ground as it almost hit the ground it twisted around and
flew off near a lake where he return to the badge and as he called out his next creature into the water hiding
who it was. When Charlie arrive and seen a fin out of the water he called eagle back and sent Archi out who
look into the water and ask 'you want me to swim, I never swim'
'You have a fin for a tail so swim' said Charlie as he tried to push him in. Archi then dive into the water and as
he floated he said happy 'who knew, I wonder if I can breathe underwater' as the fin vanish Archi look for it
before he was drag under the water. Charlie worried wanted to dive in but had to fight it as if he interfered he
would lose the match. Wondering what was in the water soon Archi came out of the water as he flew into the
air covered in bite marks. As Charlie was about to ask what happen when a shark head appeared, unlike
normal sharks he had spike over his body and armor among it body. As he watches Archi be drag down again
as the shark grab his tail. Charlie called out 'Archi! You have to get out' worried the man said calm 'no one
ever beaten him in the water, powerful he defeats anyone who enters his water'. As it went quite and the water
stop, worried then the shark creature came out of the water as went flying into the air surprise he called his
beast back and called out resha as Archi came out annoyed and tired he flew to the ground and said 'I don't
like being swallowed'
'You ok to fight?' ask Charlie
'Of cause their no way I'm going to lose' said Archi confident, despite his tired body
'remember it fast, now let go' said Charlie confident, as they rush over the men and resha rush off, chasing
after him, Archi sot out water hoping to hit him but miss every time, he even use psy water, but he could
never get one hit, tired Archi stop still in pain from the battle before he look at them and flare his teeth, as
they stop the men said 'tired already, I'm surprise you lasted, most trainer with young star never get far,
normally people skip me only to return with strong and grown up stars'
'it not over yet, Archi come back and rest, demon come out' said Charlie as demon appear Archi walk back
and turn into his pup form and said mad 'you better not lose, as once my energy back I'm ending this'
'I won't lose' said Demon determined, carol was confused why would he call out demon who still can't aim
and is slower than the other two.
'so back to dark vs. light I can't wait to see what plan you have' he said smiling, then began to move as resha
rush off demon and Charlie chase after them with Archi on Charlie shoulder, he held on tight confused of why
he would call demon out who at an disadvantage.
'demon dark ray' called out Charlie, Demon follow his command but his ray never hit as they were all over the
place, it seem impossible while Charlie remind calm, it confuse everyone who watch as it seem Charlie didn't
care like it was his plan. As he demon stop and shot out a powerful ray it hit resha as it went flying into a tree.
Surprised Charlie smile and said 'never thought I could hit you, with demon bad aiming skill his attack are
hard to read so dodging them is difficult when you're running as you can't stop to see where it going'
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'you're a strange trainer, but don't think it over yet' said the men as resha appear as it shot out an light ray,
demon dodge it attacks, as Charlie tried to think of an idea, he called out 'shade stand' confusing everyone no
one understood his words while demon rush to the shade away from sun light he shot out an dark ray just
hitting resha as she tried to doge it running into his attack. Thrown back she took on more damage than before
showing the power demon gain from being out of the sun light.
'You're using the tree for shelter, I guess it time to get serious resha fire away' he called out and as she shot
demon dodge the attack while trying to remind under the tree but as he dodge the attack the tree he hid under
fell. As his shade was fading, Charlie had to think quickly. Tired demon stop to take a breather, Charlie called
out 'demon absorb the dark' demon still dodging the attack making it hard for him to do anything as the tree
around him were gone and he was in the sun, demon rush over dodging the attacks best he can, trying to get as
close as he could. Then Charlie said 'dark ray' then demon shot out a powerful ray that push him back due to
the amount of power hitting resha who went flying back. Both on the ground he ask 'what happen where did
that power come from?'
'While dodging he absorb all he could, the problem was actually hitting resha so getting as close as he could
was important, so you ready for more' explain Charlie
'we are always ready, out on out' he called out and the ice bird reappeared. Annoyed knowing he almost won
it, but knew resha wont be coming out to fight and since there no water around leaving him with only one.
With demon tired and along with Archi so he called out 'demon return eagle let end it' as eagle reappeared and
flew into the air. Ready to fight carol watch in a distant and knew that the match could end any moment, but it
seem Charlie was at an advantage due to his creature having more energy than the other two but with the ice
bird none of Charlie star had an good chance as they can't hit it and with it being in the sky demon out and
Archi is an water creature so he can't use his water ability leaving eagle whom only had one attack he could
use but it wasn't safe using it. So even if Charlie had three stars he could use none of them were able to do
anything. Leaving him trap as he had to think of away to win or give up.
'A sky battle again, I hope you ready for a real snow storm' he said and as the bird scream snow appear from it
wings freezing everything it touch. As eagle flew away dodging the attack and getting away from the attack.
As it ended he look and seen the ground frozen and the never ending snow, as it change the weather from
sunny to snowing. Charlie knew he never use this attack due to resha but with it gone it able to go full out.
With the snow it became too cold for eagle that like most bird had the cold and normally fly away seeking
warm. As eagle found it hard to fly as he found it hard to fly as his temperature was falling.
'smart, eagle won't last long, I know eagle use twister' said Charlie as eagle made an huge gust of wind with
took the falling snow as it went for the ice bird as it grew close it froze it and as she broke it into million of
peace eagle appear from behind and attack it with it whips and threw it to the ground as the bird flew back up
and went to find eagle but couldn't find him only t be attack by water which froze on it body making it wing
freeze in a spot till she broke free from the icy trap to see Archi in the sky.
'You change?' he ask surprised
'eagle couldn't last long as they are tropical birds, but I knew eagle wouldn't want to leave without doing
something while I also wanted to see if water attack would work' he explain as Archi flew back to Charlie side
to look at the bird. With his wings out flapping the cold didn't anything to Archi as his fur grew into his winter
coat and he looks ready to fight
'I see he grew his winter coat, aren't star creature something, they can adapt to any environment as there body
change to suit where they live, but it take time, so while your bird attack you had Archi adapt to the cold, you
are indeed a cleaver trainer but that not going to insure your victory'
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'You talk a lot let end this now' said Archi ready to fight. As the Archi went head first carol surprised
wondering what going on in his mind. As he bird got ready to the attack Archi shot out water then flew into
the air and as the bird broke the frozen ice.
'icy wind' he called out and a gust of cold wind blew at Archi who endure the freeze attack as he flew out of it
he eye begin to glow as he court the bird and threw it to the ground only for it to brake free surprise they knew
it was too strong for Archi to control so he had to think of another way to attack. His water move would only
temporary stop it movement but that was it, he couldn't touch the bird in fear of being frozen so he had to
think of another way. Wishing one of his had fire powers or even light but as it was now Archi had no attack
he could use and demon wouldn't be able to hit the flying bird, it look to be the end. As Archi dodge the attack
and the cold wind, that was until the bird lot out an powerful icy wind that blew at Archi unable to get out, she
then shout out ice shard that hit Archi hard as he was unable to dodge as he couldn't see where they were
coming from.
'Archi, get out of there, Archi!' he called out in fear, watching Archi in pain, Charlie then shouted out 'Archi!'
then as Archi open his eye they glow even brighter and the wind turn into a twister and the ice shard flew
around in the twister as he move it he then threw the twister back at the bird along with the ice within it,
trapping it. The ice bird broke free and went to attack then Archi flew away as he flew past Charlie who called
out 'water blast, summer style' then Archi stop and as the bird came at him he shout out an huge blast of water
that cover the bird body
'That not going to work, she will just break free from the water' he comment
'no one said it was normal water' Charlie said back, then he heard his bird scream and as she broke free her
body was steaming and glowing red, Archi howl and as his eye still glow he look ready for more
'Archi has an odd ability in winter he able to use hot water, this is an survival technique which allow it to
remind warm, in the wild all water would be frozen so it with attack it able to unfreeze it allow it to swim and
drink, while in summer he can produce cold, so your snow storm back fired' explain Charlie
'You know a lot about your star, most new trainer don't know about there unique skill, till a lot of time as past'
he said shock
'I only just notice, when Archi shot out water it fell to the ground and some of the snow melt, plus she broke
free from it fast, meaning the ice was weaker, see Archi is an rare star that no one know about so I couldn't
just read up about him, so I watch him trying to figure out his movement and attack, plus when his eye glow
his power double the down side to it, he get tired quick so let end it Archi water blast once more, this time
melt that bird armor' said Charlie as Archi rush into the fight the bird tried to dodge it attack and as ht attack
the water began to melt all the ice around and removing the snow storm effect weakening the bird who grew
faster and strong in the snow. As Archi it the bird it flew to the ground and as he fire another ending the snow
storm and then freeing the bird, Archi eye return to normal and he then fell from the sky. Charlie rush over
catching him as he landing in a pile of snow. As they look and the bird on the ground as it return to a small
blue bird. Surprised he look at Charlie in the snow smiling away ad he held Archi close happy. As he return
his bird Charlie turn and the men said 'well done, you won fair and square, I though with the snow I had the
advantage but it seem it back fire'
'It was an good idea, and I would have lost completely if I didn't notice Archi ability, I doubt he even knew
about it, I was about to give up' he explain smiling
'You win, here your badge, I will led you back to the center' he said and Charlie sat up as he was giving the
badge, he called the two out and said happy 'we won guys, it was because of you three we won, and beaten the
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odds won, but we should still train, as we almost lost' said Charlie
'We won only due to my unique ability' growled Archi
'No we won because of everyone, demon beaten resha and if it wasn't for eagle tiring him out and we would
have lost' explain Charlie
'I would have done more, but I'm not a snow bird' said eagle upset
'that doesn't matter, now let get everyone heal so we can begin our training for the next battle and one day we
will battle the four elite and become champion' said Charlie full of hope
'Confident young boy, but it not going to be easy and being confident isn't the only thing you need to win' he
explain
'I know, you need, skill, spirit and heart I know it going to be hard but I don't want to give up, I want to see it
through to the end, like this match everyone told me it was hard but I had to see it though and I'm glad I did, I
want to see how far I can go, right guys' he explain happy
'I'm with you all the way master' explain demon sitting as he wag his tail
'being with you I have grown stronger and learn more about my ability and myself, one day I will surely have
enough power to end the war back home and know how to prevent it from happen, so I might not be with you
all the way but I will help you none the less' explain eagle as he landed on Charlie head
'You guys are babies, I'm here only to grew stronger and to become number one, so until he not useful
anymore I will remind' said Archi confident in his ability and showing no care for anyone else
'still the same old arch, thank for the battle and your concern but I won't give up on my dream, now let go'
said Charlie happy and begin to run off as the three follow he said 'even after an battle he and his team still
have lost of energy to burn, it make me feel like I didn't do anything'
'that just them, even if they are push and shove they will keep moving, as they don't know there limits' said
carol worried
'they should learn them soon, watching it seem he keep an eye on his star but if they told him they are fine to
battle he would listen, instead of looking at their condition, a trainer should listen to their star bur when it
concern their well-being they should do what right, he is talent but he care too much about his star happiness
that he forgetting the basic of care one day he will end up losing and it might cost him more than just losing a
match, tell him that' he said and vanish. Alone she shouted scared 'what don't leave me alone, Charlie where
are you? Don't leave me here' as she rush off looking for him.
Another badge won and getting even closer to his win, as they grew stronger he still had a lot to learn, and as
they left unaware of what happening in the distant.
'they are far more stronger then what I thought, the boss is going to be please, and soon I will have them in my
grasp' said Kendra as she watch in the sky. With upcoming dangers young Charlie yet to understand the
dangers of the star world and what it mean to truly be a trainer.
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Chapter 13: Baby no more
Reaching a new town the gang found them self lost as they had no idea where the next badge or contest is
leaving them trap within the town as they didn't want to go the wrong way. Waiting around bored carol was
about to suggest an idea till Charlie watch began to ring. Charlie look at his watch and as he press a button an
image appear of professor bray, surpassed to receive a call from him Charlie ask 'hay professor, is something
wrong?'
'What have you done? I promise you mother that nothing bad would happen to you, if you get yourself into
trouble' he said mad till Charlie jump in and said 'no I haven't done anything, everything fine so how it going?'
'Fine, how the journey going, I heard you got another badge, you have made it further than the others' he
explain
'So I'm beating Kyle?' ask Charlie excited
'no, you're one behind, how your team going, I heard you got an fur damion I would love to see it one day' he
explain
'Wow is that professor bray? I'm so jealous' said carol excited
'Yeah he the one who gave me the watch, so what is it you need professor?' ask Charlie
'I was just calling to tell you I sent you an upgrade for your watch, it had new information and more, just go to
the center and receive it' he explain
'That awesome, thank you, I will get it right away' he said and rush off hanging up without saying bye, carol
shock rush after him. As he arrive he rush to the desk and ask 'hello, my name is Charlie Michael I was
wondering if I have a package sent here'
'Yes I will need your id' she asks as Charlie put her watch near she scan it and then walk off to get his packet.
Archi confused ask 'why did she scan that watch?
'because it my id, it has all my information on here, it prove I'm a trainer so I can get discounts on meal, hotels
and even health care for me and the star creature I train, the more badges I get the cheaper it gets' he explain
'That stupid if it stolen we have nothing' growled Archi
'that won't happen, like the originals that appear when the star creature first appeared, they can't come off,
unless I say the password only I know, plus it only allow me to use it as you need my DNA to active it, so
even if it was stolen they can't use it' he explain as she return with a small package Charlie then sign for it and
left as carol court up saying 'you don't have to run'. As Charlie open the box and seen the small card he place
it in the slot on his watch and as it downloaded it Archi ask 'why doesn't carol get one she and trainer?'
'because I didn't get my watch from a professor, to became a trainer you can buy your watch which is just the
basic or you can get an high tech one from an professor, but to get one you need to pass a test' explain carol
'Wired, I would just buy one then do some test' said Archi still confused
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'it hard to explain but everyone want to be chosen by the professor as it not only just an test, first they look at
your background if you pass they give you a test to see if you have what it take, if you pass it mean they are
confident you can pass and your journey it a lot more easy as they help you by giving you free things and it
also cheaper to travel, so basically it like they chosen you and going to help you throughout your journey'
explain Charlie trying to explain it the best he could
'although it easier to travel as you don't have to worry about money so much but it has more pressure, because
you be chosen you must get far as if you give up to early or not get far it would look bad not only on you but
the professor' explain carol
'So carol didn't pass, that must mean you're stupid' said Archi
'No it doesn't, they live far away' complain carol
'it working, cool I can find out more about my team, it has stat, abilities and even what stage, demon eagle
come on out' said Charlie and as the two appear unsure what going on Charlie put his watch up to eagle and
read 'loto stage child, fast and powerful but has low defense, special abilities is your ribbon as it unaffected by
status, that would explain why it didn't freeze when battle that bird, plus you able to grow any feather you
lose, I wonder if we can turn that into a move'
'I feel like I'm going to lose a lot of feathers' complain eagle in fear of what the future holds.
'let see demon, you're at the baby stage, you have amour fur, meaning you are undefeated by weather
condition or attack are unable to reach your skin due to your fur, plus you can absorb any darkness or shade to
improve you powerful, which is common in damion but the fur things is all you are the other damion don't
have fur, great power and defense but your speed is low' explain Charlie holding up his watch to demon
'So I need to work on my speed' said demon happy it only that and nothing else
'it impresses you never notice the deference between fur and no fur damion as it seem fur-less can only absorb
and use the power they earn from the darkness when standing in it while fur one can keep that power even
when there no darkness, I guess the fur trap it or something, no wonder people fear them at night they are very
powerful even if it just under shelter they will absorbed it, it the only star capable as they are the only
descendant of the star creature whom had this power' explain Charlie impress
'So what it not like he like that, aren't they meant to be aggressive he nothing' growled Archi
'Archi you really are' said carol annoyed while frustrated
'Archi, is stage child, that new I thought he was a baby, next is you are low at defense while when flying and
swimming it speed, next is nothing as no one know anything about Archi, but I do know your water change
deepening on the weather' he explain while reading his watch.
'that new, so you're the only baby, ha you baby, it the weakest of stage moving up an level is easy, so it must
mean your unable to evolve' said Archi as he laugh away
'it true when there a baby they evolves quicker as all they have to do is master their ability and form a bond
with someone, eagle had mastered his ability but had no one close to him due to the war so when he form a
bond with Charlie he evolve while demon who has a bond and is able to use all his ability should have evolve
meaning demon ether doesn't have a good bond with anyone or hasn't mastered his powers' explain carol
thinking about it
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'Dose it matter baby, child who cares demon is my partner and is strong just how he is, he help me get to
where I am so I don't care as long as demon is happy and healthy that all that matters, right' said Charlie even
if Charlie felt that why demon wonder why he hasn't, hasn't he master his abilities or is it he hadn't form a
bond with Charlie, he felt close he trust him but was there more, was there something he was missing, he
doesn't trust anyone like Charlie nor care about anyone, to him Charlie is all that matter, wasn't that enough.
As Charlie began training them as Demon started to run laps and eagle and demon use their attack on each
other as they practice defending agents themselves from attacks. As carol began training she also join in on
Charlie battles in order to get experience in combat battle and to get use to tough battle and to be able to think
under pressure. As Charlie was thinking of more idea of how to train and new ways to battle. As demon walk
over seeing Archi be shock by fringer's lighting as he tried to find away to defend himself agents it, before
demon had a chance to talk to Charlie about the matter, they were interrupted by another trainer who knew
about Charlie.
'So your Charlie, the kid pick by professor Bray, you must be some trainer to be chosen by him, I'm Jaden and
my professor is professor clay' he explain all confident
'I heard of him, he studies types like what they are good and week agents, while professor bray work on
species, they are both famous to be pick by them is an honor' said carol thinking about the name
'So you're like me, but how do you know me?' ask Charlie confused
'I ran into someone who was also pick by him, I won but when I heard of you I just though beaten two of you
wouldn't be bad, as I'm going to be number one and to do that beating those chosen is great practice' he
explain
'This person beat Kyle?' ask Archi
'No, Kyle not one to lose easy, plus if someone did beat Charlie they would have been injured and not as
confident remember our battle' said Charlie thinking about it
'So you here to challenge Charlie I guess?' ask carol walking near fringer who hid behind her
'That right, two on two that if you have two?' ask Jaden
'of cause I accept your challenge, eagle you're up' said Charlie straight up as they went to a field eagle was
ready for the match, as the other one called out a bird of his own whom had a long beak and a bit bigger then
eagle.
'I hope you're more of better then the last one; he couldn't even beat one of my stars' said Jaden
''your confident, but I didn't get where I am now with luck, eagle let show him how strong you really are' said
Charlie and eagle let out a battle cry, ready to fight. As it began Jaden had the first move as eagle dodge the
move swiftly. As the birds clash and attack eagle mange to dodge the attack using his ribbon to whip and
throw it was hard to predict his move as Charlie called out random command that was hard for others to
understand except his star that grew use to his strange words and were starting to understand him completely.
As Jaden called out a move he never heard before calling out bond. Unsure what it meant Charlie called out
'eagle use twist wing' as eagle made a huge twisted that attack the bird and as he got out the twister he was
attack by eagle wings as he slap and then throw the bird onto the ground. Eagle then flew back to Charlie side
as the bird began to glow about to change back eagle then fell to the ground and they both change back to
their other forms.
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'What happen?' ask Charlie confused
' the attack known as bond share the condition so if he status changes or is knock out the one who did it will
also suffer the same fate, it a hard skill to learn but it come in handy' explain Jaden
'You have your own style, but it won't happen again, demon I choice you' called out Charlie surprised Archi
ask 'what? Why not me?'
'You still hurt from the fringer attacks, plus I know demon can do it' said Charlie confident. As demon
appeared and looks at Jaden who called out a deer like beast it was taller than demon. As it stare at him ready
to fight demon growled and prepare himself.
'ok demon let start with tackle' called out Charlie as demon ran off the deer dodge the move and shot out a
green energy ball, as demon bark which push it back as the deer dodge it Charlie put the watch up to it and
read 'dalrima beast of nature it a peaceful creature but if anger they became very powerful as some say they
can use the plant around them to fight for them, interesting'
As demon dodge the attack but as time went he found it growing faster while him slower. As Charlie watch
the movement thinking of ways to attack, while demon just tried to keep it away from him, as a huge energy
ball rush toward him demon let out a huge bark pushing it away as it was push away dalrima then tackle
demon sending him flying. As he landed, he got himself up to see it charging at him. Dodging it attack, Archi
commented annoyed 'such a weak dog, I knew sending in a baby, was wrong were going to lose because of
you'
'Archi, we haven't lost, I believe in demon and no matter what happens I know he tried his best, and as a team
member you should be supporting him not discouraging him, ether support or go away' said Charlie trying to
sound nice even though he was annoyed at Archi
'Whatever' growled Archi
'Don't worry demon you can do it, I know you can I believe in you so don't worry win or lose who care just try
your best' explain Charlie as he smiled confident in demon. As demon look at dalrima confident as it charge at
him. As demon loud out a huge bark sending dalrima back, as he went back it let out a huge energy ball that
hit demon send him to the ground. Tired he wonder if he could do it, many though came to mind, but he knew
he had to try as Charlie believe in him, the first to trust and care for him. As he heard Charlie call to him, he
felt a strange feeling, he wanted to try harder and became stronger for him that protecting him wasn't all he
wanted, he wanted to remind by his side and that Charlie felt the same. He wanted demon near even if he
wasn't strong. As the emotion went though demon body he began to glow. As a dark light took over his body
as he glow he grew taller and Charlie said excited 'demon is changing'. As the glow vanished demon grew
taller, as his horn grew bigger as they slowly turn backwards. With a thin tail with spike at the end of it. He
grew two silver bumps on his back that go from one side to the other long and thin. With long fangs and two
sharp spikes on his back legs he looks more aggressive then ever. With a small silver bracelet on his front
right leg. He look ready for battle as his body healed he became to look more like the fear damion that went
extinct. As demon howl and let out a huge bark that sent the dalmira back, then demon rush over biting into
the deer's neck as dalmira attack forcing demon to back away. Demon then shout out a huge dark ray
knocking it out, returning to it deer form. As demon growled turning to Charlie he walk over, with a mad look
he began to get closer as carol move back and Archi watch, keeping an eye ready to attack. While Charlie
walk over bending to it high, he then put his hand out and touch demon head and smiled 'you now a child, isn't
that great demon, your growing closer' demon not saying a word as carol said scared 'maybe you should return
him now'
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'Why? His fine right demon, see told you, you will become grow' said Charlie happy as he went to hug demon
who growled. Everyone unsure if it was safe but Charlie didn't care, as he hug demon and pick him up saying
'man your heavy? Can't you talk?'
' Aren't you scared?' ask demon
'No, you're my friend, why would I be scared, you might look aggressive and like you could eat me but your
demon right and I told you when we met you are free to be who you are and I will love you no matter what,
beside the only one who would kill me is Archi, as he more likely to hurt someone' said Charlie smiling as he
hug him
'Hay, I might say hurtful things but that it, I would never kill' said Archi mad at that comment
'so you have a fur damion, your got some guts kid, that last damion kill it master, you better hope he not like
them, you won this time but next time I will be the winner, catch you later' said Jaden as he return his stars
and left.
'that scary, maybe you should get rid of him, I mean he could kill us, there a reason they were wipe out' said
carol backing away
'carol, that be so judgmental, just because the past damion were aggressive doesn't mean he would be demon
different, and like I said Archi is most likely to turn on us, demon sweet and loving Archi is cruel and evil'
said Charlie looking at Archi
'And I see my first victim' growled Archi
'so sweet, Archi I feel so honor but before that let get some food, to celebrate demon growing up, now I have
three children, great I really need to study teen hood soon' said Charlie happy then worried
'I'm sure you will be fine' said carol
'Can we eat now?' ask Archi
'sure, let go and eat' said Charlie as he place demon down rushing off, chasing after him once again carol
worried about what going to happen, is demon going remind the way he is or change into the aggressive
creature they once were. As she watch them run off she couldn't image demon turning on Charlie but anything
can happen, as no one understand these creature just like you can't understand a human heart. With another
day gone by Charlie team grew stronger and closer as Carol watch she began to feel maybe she as well should
work harder to reach her dream.
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